Home Care Handbook
A Guide to the Care and Warranty
of yourrnew Marrano Home

Caring for Your Home
seelected materials
Marrano/Marc Equity has constructed your home with carefully

and

the effort of experienced craftsmen and laborers under the supervision of our fleld

group
personnel, with the administrative support of our office personnel. Although this
works from detailed plans and specifications, no two homes

are exactly allke. Each one

nique; a horne is one of the last hand-built products left in the world. Over time,
each behaves differently.

Although quality materials and workmanship have been used in creating your home,
cnilar to an automobile, it requires care from the first day. Reqular

homeowner

of
maintenance is essential to providing a quality home for a lifetime. This section
our Handbook was assernbled to assist you in that effort.
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Homeowner

Use and Maintenance Guidelines

We are proud of the hames we build and the
neighborhoods in which we build ther, We
strive to create lasting value. This is best achieved
wher you, as the horneowner, know and perform
appropriate maintenance tasks. Periodic maintenance is necessary because of normal wear and
tear, the inherent characteristics of the materials

Prompt Attention

in acidition to routine care, many times a minor
maintenance attention provided immediately
saves you 8 More serious, iine-consuming,

and

sometirnes costly repair later. Note also that neglecting routine maintenance can veid applicable
fimited warrenty coverage on all or part of your
home.
By caring for your new horne attentively, you
a well
ensure uninterrupted warranty coverage
ion
attent
The
years.
for
it
of
as your enjoyment
signifls
ibute
contr
r
owne
home
each
by
provided
mity.
cantly to the overall desirability of tha cornmu

We recognize that it is impossible to anticipa t
and describe every attention needed for good
home care. We focused on iterns that horneowrers commonly ask about. The subjects are listed
in alphabetical order to make finding answers

Please take tire to read the literature (warranties,
use and care guides) provided by the manufactur
ars of consumer products and other iterns in your
matehore. The information contained in that
the
of
much
ugh
Altho
here.
fal is nol repeated

oh.

m

used in your home, and normal service required
by the mechanical systems. Natural fluctuations in
temperature and humidity alse affect your home,
resulting in maintenance items. The natural and
manufactured materials, the components interact
with each other and the enviranment.

to your questions convenient. Because we offer

home buyers a variety of floor plans and optional
features, this Handbook may discuss components
that are not present in your home.

Checklists

You will find several checklists included In this
Handbook. These cover fire prevention reminders,
energy and water conservation dps, suggestions

for extended absences, appliance service information, horne maintenance supplies fist, and a maine
tenance schedule, Again we make ne claim that
we have included evary detail. We do believe we
have provided you with a good start, and we've
allowed space for you to add your own moles to
our checklists.

Manufacturer Literature '

points
information may be familiar to you, some

had
ray differ significantly from homes you have
in. the past.
n in
We make every effort to keep the informatio
in
detail
any
if
er,
Howev
t.
curren
this Handbook
er's
actur
manuf
the
with
cts
confli
our discussion
recommendations, you should follow the maufacturer’s recommencations.

by
Activate specific marnulacturer’s warranties
cards
on
trati
regis
ary
ng
completing and maili
cases,
included with thelr materials. In some

nd the
manuacturer’s warranties may extend beyo
know
to
first year and 1 is in your best interests
about such coverage’s.

Marrano/Marc Equity Limited Warranty Guidelines
While we strive to bulld a defectrae

are realistic enough to know thet,
use, an item in the home may fall
shouicl. When this occurs, we will
corrections so the item meets our

We Sometimes Say No

home, we

with repeated
to perform as it
make necessary
wasranty guide-

Hines, in support of this commitment,

With @ procuct as cornplex as a home, different
wewpoints regarding which tasks are homeowner
maintenance responsibilities and which are Mar.
rano/Mare Equity warranty responsibilities are pos.

Marrano/

sible. if you request warranty service on a mainte.
nance lem, we will explain to you the steps you

Mare Equity provides you with a limited warranty,

sould take to care for the Hem, We are available

Corrective Actions

to answer your horme-care questions during and

in addition to the information contained in the

aller your warranty period, Providing normal
maintenance for your home js your responsibility,

limited warranty itself, this Randbook inchides

details about the criteria we will use to evaluate

concerns you report. The purpose is to let you
know what our warranty commitment is for the
typical concerns that can come up in a new home.

Weorranty Specimen
Provided for Your Review
You will receive the signed limited warranty docu-

The Handbook describes the corrective action we

ment at your closing. We provide a specimen copy

will take in a rnany cormmon situations.

for your review at the time you sign your purchase
agreement. Please read through this information,
as well as the service procedures and guidelines
discussed on the following paces. tf you have

We Sometimes Break
Our Own Rules~in Your Favor
Our criteria for qualifying warranty repairs are
based on typical industry practices in our region
and meet or exceed those practices, Please note
nat we reserve the right, at our discretion, to
exceed these guidelines if common sense or indi
vidual clreurnstances make that appropriate, without being obligated to exceed ail guidelines to a
sirnilar degree or for other horneawners whose
circumstances are different.

any questions, please contact our Customer Care
Departrnent.

Homeowner

Association

metinte

Cf applicable)

Guidelines

Warranty Reporting Procedures
Providing warranty service for s new home is
more complicated than for other products. When
you purchased your horne, you actually purchased
hundreds of iterns and the work of 35 te 30 Independent trade contractors. With so many details
and people invelved, a planned system is essential,
Our warranty service system is designed based on
your fladings followed by a phone call to our Customer Care Department for non-emergency iterns.
This provides you with the maximum protection
and allows us to operate efficiently, thereby providing faster service to all horneowners,
You are welcome to mail, fax, e-mail, or call
in your service request. Our computer system

permits Marrana/Marc Equity personnel to focus
_ their ime producing results for you and following
up with the subcontractors doing repairs to your
home. Experience has taught us that accuracy
and efficiency suffer when we work outside this
system and sacrifice careful docurnentation.

30-Day Fallow Up Phone Cail
For your convenience and in order for our Customer Care Department to operate at maximum

efficiency, we contact you approximately 30 days
after the closing of your horne, This allows you
sufficient time to become settled in your new
home and to use most components repeatedly.
you are having any difficulties with any items in
your horne, we can schedule an appointment with
a Customer Care Representative to address any
concerns of answer any questions you may have.

10-Month Follow Up inspection

At the beginning of the tenth month in your
home, our Customer Care Departrnent will be
contacting you te schedule a follow up visit to
your home. At least one parly fisted on the con
tract must be present for the follow up. We will
be happy te discuss any maintenance questions
you may have at that time. Please keep notes of
any concerns you May find. This will be the “one
dme® repair service we offer on several compenents such as drywall.

10-Month

Follow Up Service

le
After the follow up of your home, we will compi
omer
Cust
our
a fist of the seevices that you and
Care Representative have reviewed during your
10-rnenth follow up. You will then receive a
phone call from our Customer Care Depariment
e
to schedule your service, This service will requir
to
an adult to be present in the home at all times
home,
your
to
nce
entra
allow our subcontractors
The amount of Gre needed for service varies
depending on the amount of repairs required.
Our Customer Care Department coordinates the
subcontractors to complete their work during the
scheduled date(s}.

Keep in mind, extenor work

may need to be completed at a time other than
the scheduled service date, weather permitting.

Warranty Reporting Procedures ~ continued
Emergency Service

Note that if
in an entire
company is
to help with

While emergency warranty situations are rare,
when they occur, prompt response is essential.
Begin by checking ilems you can check. Trouble.
shooting tips appear in this Handbook for several
of your home’s components:

Please
th

AIR CONDITIONING ~ Understandably, if your
ait conditioner is not working, you want if fixed
pronto. ina typical scenario, many other homOwners across Gur region will discover they to
need service on their alr conditioners an the same
hot day that you do, The trades who address these
needs generally respond to calls on 2 first came,
first served basis. |Hf your call for service comes during this time period, you may wait several days for

refer to the individual categories to review
e hi ints; you wil find thern at the end of the

corresesponding sections. Often the appropriate
action by you can salve a problern immediately or
mitigate the situation untila technician arrives,

if your review of the troubleshooting tips fails to

solve the problem, during business hours, call
Marrano/Mars Equity's Customer Care Depart-

a technician to arrive. For this reason, we recom.

mend that you operate your air conditioner as
soon as warm temperatures begin, In this way, f
service is needed, you can avoid the rush and get

ment (716) 675-1200
After hours, or on weekends or holidays, call the

a more satisiactary response

necessary trade contractor or utility company
cirectly. Their phone numbers are listed on the
Emergency Phone Numbers sheet you receive

ROOF LEAK ~ While
ars that a roof leak is
reality is that repairs
performed while the

at orientation. We sugeest that you insert the

Emergency Phone Numberssheet in this section
of your homeowner

Handbook or secure ft inside

take appropriate steps to mitigate dama age, and
we will follow up when conditions make repairs
possible. (See Roof section for more details.)

Our trade contractors or local ulllity companies
provide emergency responses to the following
conditions:
® fotal |'oss Of heat when the outside temperature
below 50 degrees F
» Total loss of electricity
* Total loss of water
® Plumbing leak that requires the entire water SUD>
ply to be shut off
# Gas leak
fet

ip

detector¢ (pve Department)

ao

monoxide

we agree with homeownindeed an emergency, the
cannot safely or effectively be
roof is wet. During business

hours, contact our office withthe infor mation,

# kitchen cabinet, near your phone.

® Carbon

a service (gas, slectricity, wateri x out
area, attention from the jocal ulblity
needed. Trade contractors are unable
such outages,

ued
Warranty Reporting Procedures ~ contin
OTHER EMERGENCIES — in addition to ere
warranty,
gency situations covered by our limited
Post
be prepared for other kinds of emergencies.
police,
phone numbers for the fire departrnent,
s in
phone
near
ol
paramedics, and poison contr
event
the
in
your home. Have companies in mind
, glass you need a locksmith, water extraction

If you are
breakage repals, or sewer router service.
recnew to the area, neighbors may be able to
your
ommend good service providers. introduce
to
ble
availa
be
might
children to neighbors who
home.
help in an emergency if you are not

Other

Warranty Service

We schedule appointments for miscellaneous
en
requests or a first come, first serve basis betwe
e on
the standard appointments. Asa result, servic
r tc
- rniscellaneous requests may take a bit longe
adciress.

Kitchen Appliance Warranties

es have
he manufacturers of Kitchen applianc
id any
rs
owne
asked to work directly with home
omer
repairs are needed for thelr products. Cust
use and
service phone numbers are listed in the
ared to
prep
Be
e.
care materials for each applisnc
item
the
of
provide the model and serial number
For your core
and the closing date on your home.
e Service
venience, we have included an Applianc
lists in
check
information sheet among the other
this Handbook. .
one year,
Appliance warranties are generally for
facmanu
refer to the Jiterature provided by the
r to mall
turer for complete information. Rernembe
manuwith
ve
recei
you
in any registration cards
's
urer
fact
facturer materials. Being in the manu
recall the
system assures that in the event of a
to provide
nge
arra
and
company can contact you
the needed correction.

ore

Warranty Itern Processing Procedures
When we receive a warranty service request, our
Customer Care Department may contact you for
an inspection appointrnent. Warranty Inspection
appointments are available Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. We inspect the items
isted In your request to confirm warranty coverage and determine appropriate action. Generally,
reported items fall into one of three categories:

Exterior Items
Exterior items can usually be inspected and repaired without an adult present, orovided access

is available (for instance, no locked gate}.# you

prefer to meet with us and discuss the item(s) in
question, we are happy to arrange an appoint
ment to do that.

Repair Appointments

Trade contractor iterr

Depending on the wark needed, at the conclu
sion of the inspection appaintment, the warranty

* in-house itern
® Home

manager will most likely ask you lo designate a
work date--—-a date a minirnum of 10 days from
the inspection date—for approved repairs to be
made, This 10-day time frame allows us to notify

maintenance em

if a trade contractor or an in-house employee is
required to perform repairs, we issue a warranty
wark order describing the situation to be ad-

appropriate trades people and arrange for most

repairs lo occur on the same day.

dressed. If the item is home maintenance, we will

review the maintenance steps with you and offer
whatever informational assistance we can, Occasionally the inspection step is unnecessary. In that
case, we issue the needed work orders and notify

Although on occasion work must occur in sequence and more than one work date might be
needed, this system works well in the majority of
situations.

you that we have done so.

inspection and Work Hours

Access to Your Home
Marrano/Mare Equity conducts Inspections of interior warranty items only when an adult is available
to accompany our representative and point out

the Items you have listed. Both our in-house service technicians and those of our trade contractors
will Tkewise perform repairs only when an adult is
available to admit them to your hore. An adult is
& person 18 or older who has your authorization
to admit service personnel and sign completed
work orders

We do not accept keys, nor will we permit our
trade contractors to accept your key and work in
your home without an adull present. While we
recognize that this means processing warranty service items may take longer, we believe your peace
of mind and security should be our first concern.

45

Many horneowners ask whether evening and
weekend appointment Umes are available. Marrano/Marc Equity understands the desire for
appointments outside normal business hours.
We recognize the trend to services being avail-

able “24/7" in many businesses. However, in
investigating how such appointments could be
arranged, we discovered many factors that make
extended service hours impractical,

* A significant portion of repairs require daylight
for proper execution. This applies to drywall,
paint, and exterior work of almost any type.

“nd

Warranty Item Processing Procedures ~ continued
« We also found that most of the 35 to 30 independent trade contractors who helped us bulld
your home-—mary of whom operate as srnall
companies—were unable to work all week and
also be available for extended hours. Therefore,
the few repeirs that could be performes in
off-hours failed to eliminate the need for repair
appointments during normal hours.

*

®

Adrninistrative staff and supervisors would need
to be available fo answer questions. Having
sore personnel work extended hours meant being short staffed during normal business hours.

When we calculated the Impact on wages and
salaries for adding more personnel or Compensating existing personnel far working nontradiGonal hours, wa found that this affected

overhead, and consequently the prices for our
homes.

We are still looking for a workable long-term answer io this recognized dilernma. Meanwhile, our
warranty hours will be as follows:
» Aclministrative 5

ta fte
ahs be

Monday through Friday,
between 8:30 am. until 3.00 pm.
* inspection apooiniments:

Monday through Friday,
between 8:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.
« Work appointments:
Monday through Friday,
between 8:00 am. until 4:30 pm.

Evening and weekend appointments are reserved
for emergency situations. We appreciate your un
derstanding and cooperation with these policies.

ets
Marrano/Mare Equity respects the pets that many
homeowners count as members of thelr households. To prevent the possibility of an anirnal geiting injured or lost, or giving in to its natural curl
osity about tools and materials used for repairs, we
ask that you restrict all animals to 2 comfortable
location during any warranty visit, whether for
inspection or warranty work, This policy is also for
ihe protection of our employees ang trades personnel, We have instructed Marrano/Mare Equily
and trades personnel to reschedule the appoint
area.
rent if pets have access to the work
‘

Your Belongings

in all work that we perform for our homeowners
we are concerned that their personal belongings
be protected. When warranty work is needed in
your home, we ask thal you remove vulnerable
stems of items that might make performing the
repair difficult. Marrano/Mare Equity anc trade

personnel will reschedule the repair appoiniment
rather than risk darnaging your belongings.

Surfaces

.

We expect all personnel who work in your hore
to arrive with appropriate materials to cover
the work area, protecting it fram damage and
catching the dust or scraps from the work being
ug
performed. Similarly, al personnel should clean
mater
the work area, removing whatever excess
als they brought in.

Repair personnel will routinely check the work
area for any existing damage to surfaces. They
may document with photographs any scratches,
chips, or alner cosmetic damage pricrto begin-

ning repairs to avoid any later disagreement about
how and wher such damage occurred.

&

Warranty ltem Processing Procedures ~ continued
Signatures

on Work Orders

Missed Appointments

signing a work order acknowledges that a technlcian werked in your homme on the date shown and
with regard to the terns listed. { does nat negate
any of your rights under the warranty nor does it

Good communication is one key to successful
completion of warranty iterns. We strive to keep
homeowners informed and to protect them from
inconvenience, One of our challenges in this regard is when unexpected events sornetimes result
in missed appointments,

release us from any confirmed warranty obliga-

tion, Hf you prefer not to sign the work order, the
technician will note that, sign the work order and
return it to us for our records.

Wa Marrano/Mare Equity employee or a trade
person will be late, he or she should contact you

if you are dissatisfied with any service we provide,

as s00r as the celay is recognized, offering you
a choice of a later time the sarme day or a completely different appointment. ff you must mis an
appointment, we appreciate being alerted as soon
as you realize your schedule has changed. We car
pul work orders on “hold” for 10 to 30 days and
re-activate them when your schedule offers a betler opportunity to arrange access to the hore.

you Cam note that on the work order or call the

Customer Care Department with your feedback.
We will review your concerns and determine
whether our requrernents have been met. While
complaints of this type are infrequent, we are
more than willing to address your concerns,

Completion

Time

Regular review of outstanding work orders is part
of our office routine. Checking with vades and homeowners allke, we strive to identify the cause for
delays and get all warranty wark cornpleted within
an appropriate and reasonable arnount of time,

2
med

We Intend to schedule warranty work orders
within 1.5 work days of the inspection unless you
are unavailable for access. If a back-ordered part
or similar circurrstance causes a delay, we will
let you know, Likewise, when weather conditions
prevent the timely completion of exterior Hers,
we track (hose Hems and follow up to ensure that
they are addressed when conditions are right. This
can mean a wailof several months.

Warranty Service Summary
The many details of warranty coverage Can y be
confusing. We hope this summary of ey NOINLS
will help, If you do not know whom Lo‘contact,
call our Customer Care Department and we will
guide you,

a

Warranty Hours
Adeninistrative staff:
Monday through Friday,
between 6:30 am. until 3:00 p.m.

« ingpection appointments:
Monday throughFriday,
between 6:06 am. unui 3:09 pum,
Work appointments:
Monday through Friday,
between 8:00 a.m. und) 4:30 p.m.

Appliances

Contact the manufacturer directly with model and
serial number, closing date, and description of
roblem, Refer to your Ap pllance Service informa-

ae

ion sheet.

Emergency
First, check the troubleshooting tips under several
individual headings in this Handbook. | if those tips
do not solve the problem, during our business
hours (Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. until
5:00 p.m.}, call our Customer Care Department:
(776) 675-1200

After business hours or on weekends or holidays,
contact our emergency number (716) 712-0364,

the trade or appropriate ullity company directly
using the emergency nurnbers you receive ab your
orentation.

Non-emergency
You are welcome to mall, fax, e-mail, or call in

your service request during regular busiriess hours.

Marrana/Marc Equity
2730 Transit Road
West Seneca, NY 14224

Phone (716) 675-1200
Fax (716) 675-0210
customercare@marranchornes.com

Storm Damage or
Other Natural Disaster
Contact your homeowner's insurance agent im

mediately, Contain damage 45 much as possible
without endangering yoursell, In extreme situations, phategraph the damage.

Fire Prevention
Fire safety should be practiced by all farnily mernbers, Awareness of potential dangers and preventive actions are preferable to even the fastest
resporse, Keer these hints in mind and add your
own reminders in the space provided on Lhe next
page.

« Avo

overloading electrical outlets.

2

tion,

@

Train Family Members
* Ensure that all family mernbers know what escape routes exist in your home,

Avoid having any flaramable objects or materials
near the stove.
Keep the range hood fiter clean to prevent s
build up of grease.

® Aliow space for cooling around electrical equipTonduct a fire drill with family members.

«

ey

ment.

=

2

* Test the carbon monoxide and smoke detectors
to assure they function and so that everyone
recognizes the sound. Follow the manufacturer's
directions for cleaning and servicing all of your
carbon monoxide and smoke detectors. All
detectors are hardwired with a battery backup.
Change batteries when you change your clocks.
%

Ci]

facturer directions.

Store volatile materials (paint, gasoline for the
lawn mower, and so on) in appropriate contain-

ers, away fron flames (such as pilots lights) or
heat sources, Many trash collection services offer

a means for you to dispose of hazardous items,
Check with your service provider for detalls.

Have a general use fire extinguisher and instruct
all farnily reembers in its location and use,
%

s

Use electric blankets with care, following manu£

Ag soon as possible, teach young children how
and when to dial 9-4-1,

» Teach children the safe use of appliances such as
irons anc toasters.
Practice

Unplug the iron when ils not in use. Do not
leave an iron that is on unattended,

Keep the barbeque clear of lammable oblects
and materials.

Prevention

* Store matches away from children and heat
sources.

* Avoid smoking in bed.
» Avoid leaving small children horne alone, even
for a short time,

cy

* Maintain appllances in clean and safe working
condition,

in

Fire Prevention — continued
* During holidays, ensure that all cords and con
propdnections are in good condition and of appros
ate capacity for electrical decorations.
*

e if your home includes a gas fireplace follow all
directions and do not leave the fireplace unattended when itis on. If you have a wood burnIng fireplace:

«

Maintain the spark arrester on the chimney.

‘

- Arrange for professional cleaning of the
chimney at appropriate intervals.

Never use liquid fire starters (such as for a

‘

Use a sereen or glass doors when a fire is
burning.

‘

Confirm the fire is out before closing the
fue,

t

charcoa! barbeque) in an indoor fireplace.

Do not leave the fireplace unattended while
a fire is Durning.

Your Additional Reminders

and Notes:

if you decide te rernodel, finish the basement, or

add onte your home, obtain a building permit
and work with trained professionals. Ensure that
all buliding department inspections occur and
that the work complies with all applicable codes.
This also applles to installing a gas line for an
sutdoor barbeque, a gas fireplace, clothes dryer,
and so on.

Bi

Extended Absences
Whether for a vacation, business travel, or other

As You Leave

reasons, nearly allof us occasionally leave our
homes for days or weeks at a time. With some

* Forward phone calls to a relative or close frend.
@

preparation, such absences can be managed un-

®

evenifully. Keep these guidelines in mind and add
additional reminders that are appropriate to your
situation,

Leave window coverings in t

rrost typical

positions.

in Advance
a

Plan

Unplug computers and other electronic devices
that might be harmed in an electric storm.

Confirm that all doors and windows are locked

and the cleadbolts are engaged,
8
a

vr
&
a
6B=

x
a

i

energy.

or someone to mow the lawn or shovel

¢
e
e
a

dates you will be away.

Use lighting timers (ayallable at hardware stores

Disengage the garage door opener (pull on the
rape that hangs frorn the mechanism). Use the
manufacturer's lock to bolt the overhead door.
opener wher the rnanufacturer’s lock is bolted
will burn out the motor of your opener, Upon
your return, unlock the garage door dirst, then
re-engage the motor Gimply push the button
to operate the opener and it will reconnect) to
restore normal operation,

Confirm that all insurance policies that cover
your property and belongings are current and
provide sufficient coverage.

e

*

cs

Mark valuable terns with identifying inforrmation. Consider whether you have irreplaceable
items that should be stored in a bank vault or
security box.

Leave a second car in the drive.

summer: Turn your aie conditioner lan lo on. Set
ihe thermostat to 78.
Winter: Set
Leave doors
lines open.
allows heat

the thermostat to a minirnum of 35.
on cabinets that contain plumbing
Leave room doors open as well. This
to circulate.

« Arm ¥ your security yysystem, if applicable.
t

_

A at

@

bicycles,

Caution: Attempting to operate the garage door

for $10 ta $20),

e

store items such as your lawn mower,

of ladders in the garage.

Notify local security personnel or police of the

Stop mail, newspapers, and other deliveries.

Shut off the main water supply. Set the thermostat on the water heater to “vacation” to save

Y you will be gone an especially long t
‘f
two weeks) consider arranging for a house sitter.
ua

*

while you are away.

13

Extended Absences — continued
Your Additional

Reminders

and Notes:

Energy and Water Cons ervation
Good planning and thoughtlul everyday habits
can save significant amounts of energy and water.

« Ceding fans cost little to operate and the raving
air allows
you to feel comfortable at tempera-

in the process of conserving, you also save mon ey

lures severalsideegrees higher.
®

$ an additional benefit. Keep these hints in mind
as you select and use your horne’s features:

Heating and Cooling

&

%

Learn how to use your day/night thermostat for
comfort and efficient energy use.
if you have a zoned systern (more than one

a

s

Whole house fans draw cool outside air into the

home through open windows, often effectively
creating a cormfortable ternperature. Do not run
@ whole house fan at the same time ag air condi-

Keep filters clean or replace them regularly.

tioning. An attic exhaust fan can be installed to
reduce cost of Air Conditioning.

Plan landscaping elernents that support e f ficient
energy use

urnace and separate controls} think through
operating schedules and temperature settings to
maximize comfort and minimize energy con-

~ Deciduous trees provide shade during the
summer and permit solar warring in winter.

sumption.

~ Evergreen trees and shrubs can create a
windbreak and reduce heating costs.

During cold days, open window coverings to
allow the sun to warrn your hore. Close them
when the sun begins to set

Limit use of your fireplace in extremely cold
or windy weather when the chimney draft will
draw room air out at an extreme rate.

&

air Conditioner.

®

®

%

* Maintain ally our horme’s sysiems in clean and
good working order to prevent inconvenience
and maximize efficiency, Arrange for a profes.
sional Lo service heat and air conditioning syslems a minirnum of once every twa years,

On hot days, close all windows and the window
coverings on windows facing the sun to minimnize solar heating and reduce demands on your

During the winter, humidifying the air in your
home allows the air to retain more heat and js
# general health benefit, Note: if condensation
develops on your windows, you have taken a
good thing teo far and need to lower the setting
on the humiciifier. Do not attempt to use a hus’
midifier when you are using your alr conditioner.
s&@ alse Condensation Pg #.

- Position trees to shacle the roof and still al.
low good air flow around the home.
- Plant shrubs and trees to shade the air conditioner without obstructing air flow around
the unit.

Woter and Water Heater
° Follow the steps outlined in the manufacturers
directions far draining water from your water
heater in order to remove accumulated hard-water scale that builds up inside the tank. Timing
will depend on the nature of your water supply.

* Correct plumbing leaks, running toilets, or dripping faucets ASAP.
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Energy and Water Conservation — contin
Appilances

al.
Use cold water when operating your dispos
ib
This not anly saves hot water you pay to heat,
preserves the disposal motor.
When baking, preheat your oven just five
bake
minutes before you use i. When possible,
cconse
least
at
or
several Hems atthe same time
e
befor
uitively, Turn the oven off few minutes
baking time is done.

when
Microwave rather than using the range
er.
possible, especially during hot weath
and
Run the dishwasher when it has a full load
the
of
use
ar
regul
use the air-dry cycle. Avoid
rinse and hold cycle.

®

a

a

@

es before
* Turn electric burners off a few minut

s

cooking is complete.
ally
Refrigerators with the freezer on top gener
de
by-si
sidethan
use significantly less energy
your
models, Select an appropriate size for
y
needs: Ovo small refrigerators use more energ
than one large one.

Electrical

« Use compact fluorescent lighting where pos-

source
sible, incandescent bulbs are less efficient

of ight.
Ca

£

in selecting your horne’s appllances, compare
the information on the (yellow and black)
bit
Energy Guide sticker Sometimes spending a
over
costs
more up front can reduce operating
y at
the life of the appliance, conserving energ
the sarnetime.

win lights and other electric hems off when you
finish using them or leave the room, Do not
plug refrigerators or freezers into GFT protected
x
outlet

Air Conditioning
Homeowner

Use and

Maintenance Guidelines
Alr conditioning can greatly enhance the comfort
of your home, but if it is used improperly or inelficiently, wasted energy and frustration will result.

These hints and suggest ions are provided to help
you maximize your air conditioning system.

Your
tem.
hat
tem
ing,

air conditioning system is a whole-house sysThe air conditioning unit is the mechanism
produces cooler air, The air conditioning sysinvolves everything inside your hame i udfor example, drapes, blinds, and windows.

Your horne air conditioning is a closed system,
wrich rneans that the interior alr is continually
recycled and cooled until the desired air temperature is reached. Warm outside air disrupts the system and makes cooling impossible. Therefore, you
should keep all windows closed. The heat from the
sun shining through windows with open drapes is
intense enough to overcome the cooling effect of
the alr conditioning unit. For best results, close the
drapes on these windows.

cooled the walls, carpet, and furniture, you may
well have lost Pppatience.

¥ evening cooling Is your primary goal, set the

thermostat at a moderate temperature in the
rnorning whilethe house is cooler, allawing the
systern to maintain the cooler temperature. The
temperature setting may then be lowered slightly
when you arrive home, with better results. Once
the system is operating, setting the therrnostat at
60 degrees will net cool the home any faster and
can result in the unit freezing up and not performing at all. Exiended use under these conditions
can damage the unit.

Adjus

en ts

Maximizealr flow to occupied parts of your home
by acljusting s the vents. Likewise, when the seasons
change, readjust thern for carnfortable heating.

Compressor Level
Maintsin the air conditioning cormpresser in a
level position to prevent inefficient operation and

damage to the equipment.
SEE ALSO GRADING AND DRAINAGE,

Time is very important in your expectations of an
ait Conditioning system, Uniike a light bulb, which

Humidifier

reacts instantly when you turn on a switch, the air

ia humidifier is installed on the furnace systern,

canditioning unil only begins a process when you
set the thermostat.

For example, if you come home at 6:00 p.m.
when the temperature has reached 90 degrees

turn Hoff when you use the alr conditioning:
otherwise, the additional moisture can cause a

freeze-up of the cooling systern.

F ancl set your therrnastat to 75 degrees, the air

conditioning unit will begin cooling, but vill take
much longer to reach the desired ternperature.
During the whole clay, the sun has been heating
mot only the air in the house, but the walls, the
carpet, and the furniture. At 6:00 p.m. the alr conditioning unit starts cooling the alr, but the walls,
Carpet, and furniture release heat and nullify this
cooling. By the Gme the air conditioning unit has

Manufacturer's Instructions
The manufacturer's Handbook specifies maintenance for the condenser. Review and follow these
points carefully,Since the alr conditioning aster
is combined with the heating systern, follow the
maintenance instructions for your furnace as part
of maintaining your air conditioning systern.

Air Conditioning — continued
Temperature

not identify a
Even # the troubleshooting tips do

Variations

to raom by
Yernperatures may vary fromm room
to such
several degrees Fahrenheit. This is due

of the home on
variables as floor plan, orientation

ings, and
the lot, type and use of window cover
traffic through the home.
TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS:

No Air Condilioning

rm that
Before calling for service, check tc confi
the:
temperature
* Thermostat is get to “cool” and the
is set below the room temperature.

e

ctly for the
Blower panel cover is installed corre
Similar to the
furnace blower (lan) to operate.

panel
way a clothes dryer door operates, ns
r know
moto
fan
the
jets
pushes in a button that
pushed
not
is
on
itis safe to carne on, if that butt
in, the furnace will not operate.
8

on the
Air conditioner and furnace breakers
r if 4
embe
main electrical panel are on. (Rem
the tripped
breaker trips you must turn it from
Can turn K
you
e
befar
position to the off position

back on}

,

®

the air con420 switch on the outside wail near
ditioner is or.

®

e

is OF.
Switch on the side of the furnace

urer literaFuse in furnace is good. (ee manufact
ture for size and location.)

# Filter is clean bo allow air flow.

# Vents in individual roorns are open.
® Air returns are unobstructed.
overuse.
® Air conditioner has not frozen frorn

gather will be useful
solution, the information you

to the service provider you call,

Marrane/Mare

Equity

Limited Warranty Guidelines

ld maintain a
The air conditioning sysiem shou
differential of 15
temperature of 78 degrees oF a
ture, measured
degrees from the outside ternpera
ht of 3 feet
heig
a
in the canter of each roorn at
settings are
above the floor. Lower temperature
facturer por
often possible, but neither the manu
this,
Marrano/Mare Equity quarantee

Compressor

must be in a level
The alr conditioning compressor
it settles during the
position to operate correctly, if
Equity will correct
warranty period, Marrano/Mare
this.

Coolant

70 degrees fF
The outside temperature must be
coolant to the
or higher fos the contractor to add
during winsystem, Hf your hore wes completed
systern is unlikely
ter months, this charging of the

performed in
to be complete and will need to be

and document this
the spring. Although we check
us is welcome in
at orientation, your call te rerrind
the spring.

Non-emergency

is not an ermergerLack of alr conditioning service
in our region re
cy. Air conditioning contractors
ice requests during
spond to air conditioning serv
the order received.
normal business hours and in

Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines
Asphalt is a flexible and specialized surface, Like
any olher surface in your home, it requires protecon from things that can damage it. Over time,
the effects of weather and earth movement will

cause minor setiling and cracking of asphalt.
These are normal reactions to the elements and do
nol constitute improperly installed asphalt or defective material, Avoid using your driveway for one
week after it is installed. Keep people, bleyveles,
lawn mowers,

and other traffic off of it,

Chemical Spills
Asphalt is a petroleurn product. Gasoline, off, urpentine, and other solvents or petroleum products
Can dissolve or darnage the surface. Wash such
spills with soap and water immediately, and then
rinse them thoroughly with plain water,

lam. You do not need to treat the surface of your
asphalt driveway. However, if you choose to teat
it, wait a minimum of 12 months and use a high
quality coal tar emulsion sealant. Hairline cracks
will usually be filled by the sealing process. Larger
cracks can be filled or patched with good quality
crack filer, available at most hardware stores,

Morrano/lMare Equity
Limited Warranty
We perform any asphalt repairs by overlay patching. Marrano/Mare Equity is not responsible for
the inevitable differences in color between the
patch and the original surface, Seal coating can
eliminate this cosmetic condition and fs your
responsibility.

Alligator Cracking
i cracking that resembles the skin of an alligator
develops uncer normal residential use, Marrano/
Mare Equity will repair it. If improper use, such
as heavy truck traffic, has caused the condition,
repairs will be your responsibility.

Hot Weather
Avoid any concentrated or prolonged loads on
your asphalt, particularly in hot weather. Highheeled shoes, motorcycle or bicycle kickstands,
trailers, or even cars felt in the same spot for long

Settling
Settling next to your garage floor of up to 1.5
inches across the width of the driveway is normal,
Settling or depressions elsewhere in the driveway
of up fo one inch in ary 8-foot radius are consid.
ered normal. We will repair settling that exceeds
these measurements,

periods can create depressions or punctures in
asphalt,

Nonresidential Traffic
Prohibit commercial or other extremely heavy vehicles such as moving vans or other large delivery
trucks fromm pulling onto your driveway. We design
and install asphalt drives for conventional residen-

Thermal Cracking
Your driveway will exhibit thermal cracking,
usually during the first 12 months. These cracks
help your driveway adapt to heating and Freezing
cycles, Cracks should be evaluated in the hottest

tial vehicle use only: family cars, vans, light trucks,

bicycles, and so on.

Sealed Coating
Exposure to sunlight and other weather conditions will fade your driveway, allowing the surface
gravel material to be more visible. This is a normal
condition and not a material or structural prob-

months—july or August. We will repair cracks that

exceed ¥4 inch in width,

oT
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Warranty Service Summary
?Zé

The many detalis of warranty coverage can be
confusing, We hope this summary of key points
will help. WH you do not know whaorn to contact,
call our Customer Care Deparirnent and we will
guide you.

Non-emergency
You are welcome to mail, fex, e-mail, or call in
your service request during regular business hours.
Marrano/Mare Equity
2720 Transit Read
West Seneca, NY 14224

Warranty Hours
« Administrative staff:

Phone (716) 675-1200
Fax (718) 675-0270

Monday through Friday,
between 8:30 a.m. until $:00 p.m.

custornercare@marranohomes.com

* Inspection appointments:
Monday through Friday,
between 8:00 aim. until 5:00 p.m.

Storm Damage or
Other Notural Disaster
Contact your horveowner's insurance agent, imrnediately. Contain damage as much as possible
without endangering yoursell, In extreme situations, photograph the darnage.

* Work appointments:
Monday through Friday,
between 8:00 am. until 4:30 p.m.

Appliances
Contact the manufacturer directly with model and
serial number, closing date, and description of
problem. Refer to your Appliance Service informaton sheet,
‘

Emergency
First, check the troubleshooting tips under several

individual headings in this Handbook. # those tps
do not solve the problem, during our business

hours (Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. until
3:00 p.m.) call our Customer Care Department:
(716) 675-1200

S:

oh

After business hours or on weekends or holidays,
contact our emergency number (716) 712-0364,
the trade or appropriate utility company directly
using the ernergency numbers you receive at your
orientation.

1e

Homeowner

Use and

Maintenance Guidelines

record of the brand,
Your selection sheets are your

home. ff you
style, and color of cabinets in your
cabinets, expect
selected wood or wood veneer
between and within
differences in grain and color
to natural varighions
the cabinet carnponents due
.
in wood and the way it takes stain

Cleaning

oF polishes that include
Products such as lemon olf

wood cabinet care.
scratch cover are suggested for
such products a
follow container directions. Use
6 months to avoid
maximum of once every J to
spray
excessive build-up. Avoid paraffin-based
a bath
r,
wate
with
‘waxes and washing cabinets
h,
will darnage the luster of the finis

Alignment

handles should be level
Doors, drawer fronts, and
and even.

Operation

perly under normal
Cabinets should operate pro
use.

Separations

cabinets and the
We will correct gaps between
walls by caulking or
ceiling or cabinets and the
s 1/8 inch (locations
other means if the gap exceed
ed from this repair).
behind appliances are accept

Warping

p in excess of 1/4
ie doors or drawer ironts war
ad, we will correct this by

iach within 24 inches

justment oF replacement,

Wood Grain

Hinges

become sluggish,
if hinges catch or drawer glides
will improve
a small amount of silicone tubricant
their performance.

s in wood grain and
Readily noticeable variation
or wood veneer seleccolor are normal in all wood
made due to such
tions. Replacements are not
variahions.

Molfsture

warping can reDamage to cabinet surfaces and
that generate large
sult from operating appliances
crock pot) too
amounts of moisture (such as a
such appliances,
near the cabinet. When operating
directly under
not
ig
that
place then in a location
a cabinet
Moerrane/Mare

Equity

Limited Warranty Guidelines

confirm that all
During the onentation, we vill

their surfaces
cabinet parts are installed and that

&
a}

are in acceptable condition.

Carpet
Homeowner

Use and

Have your carpet professionally cleaned regularly,
usually after 18 months in your home and then
once a year after that,

Maintenance Guidelines
Your selection sheets provide a record of the
brand, style, and color of floor coverings in your

Crushing

horne. Please retain this information for future
reference. Retler to the various manufacturer’s recornrnencations for additional information on the

Furniture and waflic may crush a carpet’s olle
ers. Frequent vacuuming in high-tratic areas

care of your floor coverings.

and glides or cups under heavy pieces of furniture
can help prevent this. Rotating your furniture te

Burns

change the traffic pattern in a roorn promotes
more even wear. Sorne carpets resist matting and
crushing because of their level of fiber, but this
does not imply or guarantee that no matting or
crushing will occur, Heavy traffic areas such as
nalis and stairways are more susceptible to wear
and crushing. This is considered normal wear.

Yake care of any kind of burn imrnediately, First,
snip off the darkened fibers. Then use a soapless cleaner and sponge with water. If the burn is
extensive, talk with a professional about replacing
the damaged area,

Cleaning

Fading

You can add years to the life of your carpet with
reguiar care. Carpet wears out because of foot
traffic and dirt particles that get trarnpled deep
inte the pile beyond the suction of the vacuum,
The dirt particles wear down the fibers like sandpaper and dull the carpet. The mast impertant
thing you can de to protect your carpet fs te
vacuum it frequently.

Science has yet to develop a color that will not
fade with time. All carpets will slowly lose some
color due to natural and artificial forces in the
environment You can delay this process by frequently removing soll with vacuuming, regularly
changing air filters in heating and alr conditioning
systems, keeping humidity and room ternperature from getting too high, and reducing sunlight
exposure with window coverings.

Vacuum twice each week lightly and once a week
thoroughly. Heavy traffic areas may require more
frequent cleaning, A fight vacuuming is three
passes; a thorough job may need seven passes, A
vacuum cleaner with a beater-bar agitates the pile
and is more effective in bringing dirt to the surface
for easy removal,

Filtration
if interior doors are kept closed while the air
conditioning is operating, air circulation from the
closed room flows through the smail space at the
bottom of the door, This forces the air over the
carpet fibers, which in turn act as a filter, catching

Vacuuming high-traffic areas daily helps keep
them clean and maintains the upright pesition of
the nap. Wipe spilis and clean stains Immediately.

particulate pollution, Over tire, a noticeable stain
develops at the threshold.
See alsa Ghosting.

For best results, blot or dab any spill or stain; avoid

rubbing. Test stain removers on an out-of-the-way
area of the carpet, such as ina closet, to check for
any undesirable effects.
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Carpet — continued
Fuzzing
the
in loop carpets, Tbers may break. Simply clip?
ssional,
excess fibers. fit continues, calla profe

Piling

Filling or small balls of fiber can appear on your
ane
carpet, depending on the type of carpet fiber
pills.
the type of traffic, If this occurs, clip off the
advice.
professional
they cover a large area, seek

Rippling
with wall-to-wall carpeting,
cause rippling. if the carpet
the hurnidity has left, have
stretch the carpeting using
_4 knee-kicker.

high humidity may
remains rippled after
a professional re4 power stretcher, nol

Seams

making
Carpet usually comes in T2-foot widths,

dense
seams necessary in rnost rooms. The more
Asible
and uniform the carpet texture, the more

the searns will be.

,

the
Carpet styles with low, light naps resuit in
le
most visible searns. Seams are never more visib
ly with
than when the carpet is first installed. Usual
fess
me
beco
time, use, and vacuuming the sears
s
home
visible. You can see examples in the model
of how carpet seams diminish after they have
ienced
been vacuumed repeatedly and have exper
traffic.

Shading

Shading is an inherent quality of fine-cut pile car-

pets. Household traffic causes pile fibers to assume
differant angles; as a resull, the carpel appears
rn_ darker or lighter in these areas. A good vacuu
ing, which makes the pile all go mm the same direc

tion, provides a temporary remedy.

Shedding

of fiber
New carpeting, especially pile, sheds bits
fibers
loose
these
for a period of time. Eventually
ocusually
are removed by vacuuming. Shedding
riylont oF
curs more with wool carpeting than with
other synthetics.

Snags

the carpet
Sharp-edged objects tan grab or snag

snag, If the
fiber, When this occurs, cut off the

snag is especially large, call a professional.

Sprouting

:

of fiber
Occasionally you may find smnall tufts
use scissors
ly
sprouting above carpet surface. Simp
npt to pull
ta cut off the sprout. Do not atter

the process.
because other fbers will come out in

Stains

carpet
No carpet 6 stain-proof. Although your
stain-resisas
carpel
manufacturer designates your
permanent
tant, some substances ray stil cause
polish,
staining. These include hair dyes, shoe
destroy oF
substances
paints, and India ink. some
bleaches,
change the color of carpets, including
food,
acne medications, drain cleaners, plant
with stronoly
insecticides, and food or beverages

brand: of
colored natural dyes as found in some
mustard and herbai tea.

brochures
Refer to your care and maintenance
es for your
for recommended cleaning procedur
oval solution
particular fiber, Pretest any spot-rem
g it in alarge
usin
in an inconspicuous area before
ion, hold a
area. Apply several drops of the solut
t to-ten. fxwhite tissue on the area, and coun

transfer and
amine both tissue and carpet for dye
check for carpet damage.

Carpet — continued
Static
Cooler temperatures outside often contribute to
static electricity inside. To avoid the problem, look
for carpets made with anti-static. You can alse
install a humidifier to help control static build-up.

Morraneo/Mare Equity
Limited Werranty Guidelines
During your orientation, we will confirm that your

carpet is in acceptable conclition, We will correct
stains or spots noted at this time by cleaning,
patching, or replacement. Marrano/Mare Equity
is not responsible for dye lot variations if replacements are made.
Edges
Edges of carpet along moidings and edges of
stairs should be held firmly in place. In serne
areas, metal or other edging material rnay be used
where carpet meets another floor covering.

Caulking
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines

50
Time and weather will shrink and dry caulking
rou
As
seal.
that it no longer provides a good
make
tine maintenance, check the caulking and

needed repairs. Caulking compounds and disRead
penser guns are available at hardware stores.
be
to
the manufacturer's instructions carefully
for the
certain that you select an appropriate caulk
intended purpose.

Colored Caulk

Colored caulking is available where larger selectrons are provided, Aa with any colored material,
dye lots can vary.

Latex Caulk

Latex caulking is appropriate for an area that reof
quires painting, such as along the stair stringer
where wood trim meets the wail.

Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines

d and color
Your selection sheets include the bran

of your cerarnic tle.

Cleaning

coverings to
Ceramic tile is one of the easiest floor
Occa
maintain. Simply vacuurn when needed,
may be
sionally, a wet mopping with warm water
water.
the
to
appropriate. Avoid adding detergent
mid
a
if you feel a cleaning agent is required, use
solution of warm water and dishwasher crystals
(they will not result ina heavy, difficuli-to-remove
lather on the grout]. Rinse thoroughly.

ertops
The ceramic tle installed on walls or count
ranonab
any
with
in your home may be washed
ive
sive soap, detergent, oF tile cleaner. Abras
cleaners will dull the finish.
Grout Discoloration
or stained
Clean grout that becornes yellowed

Silicone Caulk

. Grout
with a fiber brush, cleanser, and water
at rnost hardable
avail
cleansers and whileners are

Caulking that contains ailicone will net accept
paint; it works best where walter is present, for
a
exarnple, where tub meets tile or a sink meets

ware stores.

Sealing Grout

countertop.

Marrano/Mare

nsibility.
Sealing grout is your decision and respo
mainteOnce grout has been sealed, ongoing
ted warrannance of that seal is necessary and lirni
d ie void.
seale
ty coverage on grout that has been

Equity

Limited Warranty Guidelines

Ouring the orientation we confirm that approprale areas are adequately caulked,

Separations

One-Time Repair

the grout
Expect slight separations to occur in
ve purposes
between tiles. This grout is for decorati
. Cracks in
only; it does not hold the tie in place
grout purixed
the grout can be filled using prem
s. Follow
chased from flooring or hardware store
package directions.

We will touch up caulking one time during your
materials and workmanship period. We suggest

that this be performed with your 1G-month fol
low-up service.

See also Countertops, Expansion and

LA

Contraction, Stairs, and Wood Trim

24

Ceramic Tile
Tile around bathtubs or countertops may appear
to be pulling up alter a time. This is caused by
normal shrinkage of grout or caulk and shrinkage of wood members as they dry out. if this
occurs, the best remedy is to surchase tub caulk

of premixed grout from 3 hardware store. Follow
directions on the container, This maintenance is
important to protect the underlying surface from
water darnage.

Marrana/Marc Equity
Limited Warrenty Guidelines
During the orientation we confirm that He and
grout areas are in acceptable condition. We will
repair or replace cracked, badly chipped, or loose
tiles noted al thal time. Marrano/Mare Equity is
net responsible for variations in color or discoritinued patterns. New grout may vary in color frorn

the original,

One-Time Repair
Cracks appearing in grouting of ceramic tiles at
joints or junctions with other materials are corn
monly due to shrinkage. Marrano/Marc Equity will
repair grouting, # necessary, one time during the
first year, We are not responsible for color variaHons in grout or discontinued colored grout. Any
grouting or caulking that is needed after that time
is your responsibility,

ae

Concrete Flatwork
Expansion joints

Homeowner Use and
Maintenonce Guidelines

protect your
By maintaining good drainage, you

rete Hatwork the
home's foundation and the conc

basernent floor, porch, patio,

riveway, garage

floor, and sidewalks.

are not atiached
Concrete slabs are floating--ihey
e are not a
Thes
.
to the home's foundation walls
of the horne and
structural (load-bearing) element
and work
are covered by the one year material
are pinned te
manship warranty. Concrete patios
the foundation wall.
any concrete
tMovernent of the basement slab or
movernent
this
mize
_ slab results in cracking. Mini
recommmendaby following [Builder's] landscaping
prevent motsturé
tions, the objective of which is to
r the home.
from reaching soils around and unde

Cracks

;

shrinks approxiA concrete slab 10 feet across

of this shrinkage
mately 5/8 inch as it cures. Some
concrete Flatwork
shows up as cracks. Cracking of
that cause
also resuits from ternperature changes
expansion and contraction.
its way under
During the summer, moisture finds
chrough cracks
the concrete along the edges or

ture forms frost
in the surface. in winter, this mois

the cracking.
that can lift the concrete, increasing
all concrete slabs
Maintaining drainage away from
welll minimize cracking from this cause.

rproat
As cracks occur, seal therm with a watle
hore
or
ware
concrete caulk (available at hard
ture from
_ improvernent stores) to prevent mois
ks in contre
penetrating to the soll beneath, Crac
joints are 3 normal condition.

control expan
We install expansion joints to help
shrinks during the
sion, However, as the concrete
trate under the
curing process, moisture can pene
joint, When this
concrete and lift the expansion
a gray silicone
occurs, fill the resulting gap with
at mast hardware
sealant, which you can purchase
stores.

Heavy Vehicles

extremely heavy
Prohibit commercial or other
other large devehicles such as moving vans and
driveway. We
your
livery trucks from pulling onto
es for conventional
design and install concrete driv
ly cars, vans, light
residential vehicle use only: fami
trucks, bicycles, and s0 on.

ce, Snow, and Chemicals
tes ice or: the
Driving or parking on snow crea
of snow on
ts
effec
drive, which magnifies the
ice and snow from
the concrete surface. Remove
possible after snow
concrete slabs as promptly 85
abuse by chermstorms. Protect concrete from
e, fertilizers, radiator
cal agents such as pet urin

as road salt that
overflow, or de-icing agen, such
e items can Cause
can drip from vehicles. All of thes
of concrete.
spalling (chipping af the surface)

Sealer

al paint stores, will
A concrete sealer, available

floor clean.
help you keep an unpainted concrete
concrete, instead,
Do not use soap On unpainted
soda or, if necessary,
use plain water and washing
2 scouring pawder.

Morrana/Mare Equity
ines
Limited Warranty Guidel

ey are not attached
Concrete slabs are floating~-th
s, Because these
to the horne’s foundation wall
bearing) element af
slabs are nota structural (loadm coverage under
the home, they are excluded fro

the structural warranty.

my

Concrete Flatwork — continued
olor
Concrete slabs vary in color, Marrano/Mare Equity
provides ne correction for this condition,

Level Floors
Concrete floors in the habitable areas of the horne
will be level to within 1/4 inch within any 32-inch
measurement with the exception of an area specifically designed to slope toward a floor drain.

Separation
Marrano/Marc Equity will correct separation of
concrete slabs from the home if separation exceeds one inch,

Settling or Heaving
Marrana/Marc Equity will repair slabs that settle or
heave in excess of 1 inches or if such movement
results in negative drainage (toward the house} or
hazardous vertical displacernent,

spalling (Surlace Chips}
Causes of spalling include animal urine, radiator overflow, fertilizer, uncleared snow and ice,

ice-melting agents, and road salts from vehicles.
Repair of spalling is a horne maintenance task.

standing

Water

3

i,
Seosnee

Water may stand on exterior concrete slabs for sev.
eral hours after precipitation or from roof run-off.
Marrano/Mare Equity will correct conditions that
cause water to remain longer than 12 hours unless
itis frorn roof run-off of melting snow or ice.

ge

Condensation
Homeowner

Use and

Maintenance Guidelines

contact with
When warm, moist air comes into
enses. Outside
cooler surfaces, the moisture cond

se€ it as a layer
we see this as dew; inside you may
. This
of moisture on glass windows and doors
dity within
condensation comes from high hurni
tempera
de
outsi
the horne combined with low
Mestyle
ly
tures and Inadequate ventilation. Farni
of these
significantly influences two out of three
conditions.

Humidifier Operation

closely observe
W your home includes a hurnidifier,
use. Instructions
manutacturer’s directions for its

conditioning
to turn the humidifier off during air
in winter car
season are typical, Moderate settings
contributenaintain desired cornfort levels without
may
You
.
ing too much moisture to your horne
ct level for
need to experiment to find the corre
water accumue
your family’s Hestye. if you have
humidifier.
your
lating on your windows, turn off

Mold

on wine
in extreme cases, condensation forming
sills to
dows, if left unchecked, will cause window
windows
mold, if condensation appears on your
dry cloth
clear
a
with
or window sills, wipe them
and begin to ventilate your home.
ons
See also mold and ventilation secti

New Construction
typical new
Some experts have estimated that a

is part
home contains 50 gallons of water. Water

re, paint, caulk,
_ of fumber, concrete, drywall textu

Wet weather
and other materials used in building.
ture
mois
during construction adds more. This
your horneevaporates into the air a3 you live in

d by normal ining
adding to the moisture generate
moisture will
activities. Over time, this source of
diminish.

Normal Activities

daily Hestyle
As you five in your home, your

in the alr also. Cuokcontributes to the moisture
ers, aquariums,
ing, laundry, baths and show
r te the air in your
plants, and so on all add wate

ine can mitigate
home. Likewise, your daily rout
home and reduce
the amount of moisture in your
aces.
condensation on interior surf

Jemperature

extreme LemperAvoid setting your thermostat at
cause the materiatures. Heating your home will
more moisture
als to dry out faster, generating
out too fast also
into the air) drying the pnaterials
separations.
increases shrinkage cracks and

Ventilation

t fans in bath
Develop the habit of using exhaus
n weather core
rooms and over the stove. Whe
sofresh air can
ditions perrnit, open windows
p the dryer excirculate through your herne. Kee
nected. When
haust hose clean and securely con
ds to allow air to
pessible, open drapes and blin
circulate.

Merrano/Mare Equity
s
Limited Warranty Guideline

ther conditions and
Condensation results from wea
Equity has no
a family’s Hestyle. Marrano/Mare
ted warranty
limi
control over these factors. The
.
coverage excludes condensation
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Countertops
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines
Use a cutting board to protect your counters
when you cut or chop. Protect the counter from
heat and frorn extremely hot pans. Hf you cannot
put your hand on it, do not put it on the counter.
Do not use countertops as ironing boards and
do not set lighted cigarettes on the ecige of the
counter,

Caulking
The caulking between the countertop and the
wail, along the joint at the backsplash (the section
of counter that extends a few inches up the wall
along the counter area), and around the sink may
shrink, leaving a slight gap. Maintaining a good
seal in these locations is important to keep moisture frorn reaching the wood under the laminates
and to prevent warping.

Marrano/Marc Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines
During your orientation we confirm that all coun
tertops are in acceptable condition. We repair
nouceable surface carmage such as chips, cracks,

and scratches noted on the orientation list. Repair
of surface darnage noted subsequent to this is one
of your home maintenance responsibilities,

Laminates
Laminated countertops will have one or more
discernible seams, Marrano/Mare Equity will repair
gaps or differential at the searns that exceed 1/16
inch.

Manufactured Marble
Edges should be srnooth and even. Where backs
plash joints occur at corners, the top edges should
be even within 1/16 inch.

Cleaning

Separation from Wall

Avoid abrasive cleaners that will damage the luster
of the surface.

Separation of countertops frorn walls, backsplash,

Mats
Rubber drain mats can trap moisture beneath
thern, causing the laminated plastic to warp and
blister, Dry the surface as needed.
See also Ceramic Tile,

and around sinks results from normal shrinkage of
materials, Marrano/Mare Equity will recaulk these
areas one time during the materials and workmanship warranty. Subsequently caulking will be your
home maintenance responsibility.

Decks
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines
Weod decks add to the style and function of your
home and are a high maintenance part of your
home's exterior.

-

Effects of Exposure

Wood decks are subject to shrinkage, cracking,
splitting, cupping, and twisting. Nails or screws
may work lose and will need routine maintenance.
Plan to inspect your decks regularly, a rinimurn
of once each year, and provide needed attention
promptly to maintain an attractive appearance
and forestall costly repairs. Marrano/Marc Equity
recommends that you treat or restain your decks
“annually to keep them looking their best.

Stain

Exposed wood decks have been stained with &
semi-transparent oil stain to protect and beautily
the wood. €ach board takes the sare stain differ
ently and variations in color will be readily noticeable. Over time, with exposure to weather and
use, further variations in color will occur

Merrano/Mare

Equity

Limited Warranty Guidelines

Exposed wood decks are constructed io meet
orenstructural and functional design. During the
in
are
s
deck
tation, we will confirm that the wood
satisfactory condition.

Color Variation

in
Color variations are a natural result of the way
from
which wood accepts stain and are excluded

Foot Traffic

limited warranty coverage.

As you use your decks, abrasives and grit on shoes
can scratch or dent the wood surface. Regular
sweeping and mats can-mitigate this but will not
completely prevent i

Replacement Boards or Rails

twistShrinkage, cracking, splitting, cupping, and
and
decks
wood
in
Ing are natural OCCUITENCeS
In
are excluded from limited warranty coverage.
is inextreme situations where personal safety
ereplac
des
provi
y
volved, if Marrano/Mare Equit

Outdoor Furniture

‘The suriace of the decking can be damaged by
moving grills, furniture, or other iterns. Use caution when moving such items to prevent scratches, qouges, and so on.

ial will not
ment of boards or rails, the new mater

ed to
match existing pleces that have been expos

alernents and use. Marrano/Marc Equity does not
te
provide correchions when problems occur dus
iack of normal maintenarice.

Sealing or Water Repellent

To prolong the life and beauty of your deck, treat
it periodically with a water repellent or wood préservative. Local home centers or hardware stores
offer several products to consider for this purpose.
Always follow manufacturer directions carefully.

. Snow and ice

D

Reavy snow or ice that remains on the deck over
long periods increases wear and tear on the deck,
Prompt removal can reduce acverse effects. Use
caution in shoveling to avoid needless scratching
of the deck boards.

ded
mo

Doors and Locks
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines
The doors installed In your home are wood
products subject to such natural characteristics of
wood as shrinkage and warpage. Natural fluctuas
Uons caused by humidity and the use of forced air
furnaces, showers, and dishwashers, interior doors

may octasionally require minor adjustments.

Bifold Doors
interior bifoids sometimes stick or warp because of
weather conditions. Apply a silicone jubricant to
the tracks to minimize this inconvenience.

Exterior Finish
To ensure longer life for your exterior wood doors,
plan to refinish thern at least once a year. Stained
- exterior doors with clear finishes tend to weather
faster than painted doors. Treat the finish with a
wood preserver every three months to preserve
the varnish and prevent the door from drying and
cracking. Reseal stained exterior doors whenever
the finish begins cracking or crazing.

Hinges
You can remedy a squeaky door hinge by removing tbe hinge pin and applying a silicone lubricant
to it. Avoid using olf, as it can gum up or attract
dit. Graphite works well as a lubricant but can
create & gray srnucdge on the door or floor covering beneath the hinge if too much is applied,

Keys
Keep 2 duplicate privacy lock key where children
cannot reach it in the event a youngster locks himor herself in a room. The top edge af the door
casing Is often wed as a place to keep the key. A
sraall screwdriver or sirnilarly shaped device can
Open some types of privacy Jocks.

Locks
Lubricate door locks with graphite or other water
proof lubricant. Avoid oll, as it will gum up.

Shrinkage
Use putty, Miler, or latex caulk to fill any minor
separations that develog at mitered joints in door
trim, Follaw with painting. Panels of wood doors
shrink and expand in response to changes in
lemperature and humidity, Touching up the paint
or stain on unfinished exposed areas is your home
maintenance responsibility.

Slamming
Slarnming doors can damage both doors and
jambs and can even cause cracking in walls. Teach
children not to harig on the doorknob and swing
back and forth; this works loose the hardware and
causes the door to sag.

Slicking
The most common cause of a sticking door is the
natural expansion of lurnber caused by changes in
hurnidity. When sticking is caused by swelling during a damp season, do nat plane the dear unless
it Continues to stick after the weather changes.

Before planing a door because of sticking, try two
other steps: first, apply either a paste wax, light
coat of paraffin, or candle wax to the sticking
surface; or second, tighten the screws that hold

the door jamb or door frame, If planing is neces
sary even alter these measures, use sandpaner to
smooth the door and paint the sanded area to seal
against moisture,

Warping
if a door warps slightly, keeping it closed as much
as possible often returns it to normal,

Doors and Locks - continued
Weother Stripping

Weather stripping ange exterior door thresholdso
cagionally require adjustmen or replacement.

Marrana/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines

During the oreniation we confirm that all dao
are in acceptable condition and correctly adjus ved,
Aarrano/Mare Equity will repair construction damage to doors noted on the orientation list.

Adjustments

Because of normal settling of the home, Goors
may require adjustment for proper fit, Marrano/
Mare Equity will make such adjustments.

‘Panel Shrinkage

Panels of wood doars shrink and expand in response to changes in temperature and humidity.
Although touching up the paint or stain on ur
finished exposed areas is your home maintenance
responsibility, Marrania/Marc Equity will repair spit
panels that allow light to be visible,

Worping

Marrano/Marc Equity will repair doors that warp
in excess of 1/4 inch.

Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines
Dryvit is a brittle cernent product that is subject to
expansion and contraction. Minor hairline cracks

will develop in the outer layer of dryvil. This is normal ancl does not reduce the function of the dryvit

in any way.

Drainage
Yo ensure proper drainage, keep dirt and concrete
flatwork a minimum of 6 inches below the dryvit
screed (mesh underneath final coat of dryvit.
Deo not pour concrete or masonry over the dryvit

screed or right up lo the foundation,

Sprinklers
Since dryvit is nota water barrier, avoid spraying water from irfigation or watering systems on

Gryvit surfaces to avoid possible leaks. Check the
spray from the lawn and plant irrigation system
frequently to make certain that water is not spraying or accumulating on dryvit surfaces,

Morrane/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines
One time during the warranty period, Marrano/
Mare Equity will repair dryvit cracks. The repair

will net exactly match the surrounding area. This
is Caused by sun fade & other weather related
reasons and of damage,

(|e

rd

ust

Dryvit

Drywall
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines
Slight cracking, nail pops, of sears may become
visible in walls and ceilings. These are caused oy
the shrinkage of the lumber, variances in climate
Churnidity & ternperature), and normal deflection
of lumber to which the drywall ts attached.

Ceilings
The ceilings in your home are easy to maintain:
periodically remove dust or cobwebs as part of
your normal cleaning and repaint as needed.

Repairs
With the exception of the one-time repair service
provided by Marrano/Mare Equity, care of drywall
is your maintenance responsibility. Most drywall
repairs can be easily made, This work is best done
when you redecorate the room.
Repair hairline cracks with a coat of paint. You
can repair slightly larger cracks with drywall
compound and tape. To correct a fastener pop;
either scrape head and use screwdriver for screw
and turn in ot reset the nail with a hammer and
punch. Caver it with drywall compound, which is
available af paint and harcware stores. Apply two
or three thin coats. When dry, sand the suriace
with fine-grain sancipaper, and then paint You
can fill indentations caused by sharp objects in the
same manner

Marrano/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines
During the orientation, we confirm that drywall
surfaces are in acceptable condition.

One Time Repairs
One time during the 10 month follow-up service,
Marrano/Mare Equity will repair drywall shrinkage cracks and fastener pops and will touch up
the repaired area using the sarne paint color that
was on the surface when the hame was delivered,
Touch-ups will be visible.

Repainting the entire wail or the entire room to
correct this is your choice and responsibility. You
are also responsible for custorn paint colors or
wallpaper that has been appiled subsequent to
closing. Dug to the effects of time on paint and
wallpaper, as well as possible dye lot variations,
touch-ups are unlikely to match the surrounding
area,

Lighting Conditions
Marrano/Mare Equity does not repair drywall
flaws that are only visible under particular lighting
conditions.

Related Warranty Repairs
if a drywall repair is needed as a result of other
warranty-based repair (such as a plumbing of root
leak) , Marrano/Mare Equity completes the repair
by touching up the repaired area with the same
paint that was on the surface when the home wes
delivered, if more than one-third of the wail is
involved, we will repaint the wall corner to cor
ner, You are responsible for custern paint colors
or wallpaper that has been applied subsequent to
closing. The effects of time on paint and wallpaper, as well as possible dye lot variations, mean
touch-up may not match the surrounding area.

Electrical System
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines
Know the location of the breaker panel,
# includes

a main shut-off that controls all the electrical power
to the home. Individual breakers control the separate circulls. Each breaker is marked to help you
identify which breaker is connected to which major

appllances, outlets, or other service, shoul
d a failure

occur in any part of your horne, always check
the
breakers in the main panel box,
Breakers

Circuit breakers have three positions:
on, off, and

wipped. When a circuit breaker ips, iL must
first

be turned off before it can be turned on.
Switch.

ing the breaker directly fram tipped to on will
not
restore service,

Breakers Tripping
Breakers trip because of overloads caused
by plug-

ging too many appliances into the circuit, a
worn
cord or defective appliance, or operating an appli
.
ance with too high a voltage requirement for
the
circuit, The starting of an electric rotor can also
tip a breaker,
Wany circult trips repeatecily, unplug all items
connected to it and reset. If it trips when nothi
ng is
connected to it, you need an electrician, f the
cir.
cuit remains on, one of the Kerns you unpi
ngged
's defective and will require repair or repla
cement,

GFCI

(Ground-Fault Circuit-Interrupters)
GFCI receptacles have a built-in element
that

serises fluctuations In power. Quite Simply,
the
GPCL is a circuit breaker, Building codes require

installation of these receptacles in bathrooms,
the
kitchen, outside, and the garage (areas
where an
individual can corne into contact with
water while

holding an electric appilance or tool). Heavy
zopllances such as freezers or power tools will trip
the
CPC) breaker,

Caution: Never plug a refrigerator or food
freezer into a GECLcontrofied outlet, The
likelihood of the contents being ruined
is high
and the limited warranty does not cover
such

damage.

Each GFCI circuit has a test and reset butto
n, Once
gach month, press the test button, This will
trip
the circuit, To return service, press the
reset but

ton,
a GEC)
may indicate
to Investigate
control up to

breaker trips during normal use, it
a faulty appliance and you will need
the problem. One GEC! breaker can
three or four outlets.

Grounded System
Your electrical system is a three-wire grounded
system. Never remove the bare wire that conne
cts
to the box or device,

Buzzing

Light Bulbs

Fluorescent fixtures use transformer acti
on to operate, This action sometimes causes a
buzzing.

You are responsible for replacing burned-out
bulbs
other than those noted during your orientation,

Fixture Location

Luminous Light Panels

We install Hight fixtures in the locations
indicated
on the plans, Moving fixtures to accomm
odate
specific furniture arrangements ar room
use is
your responsibility,

Translucent panels covering
made of polystyrene plastic.
up, Ulting the panel slightly
the fixture frame. Wash with

celling lights are
To clean, gently push
and remove it from
a diluted (TF to 2 per.

cent) solution of mild detergent and warm
water,

wee

tak

Electrical System ~ continued
Do not rinse; the soap film that remains reduces
static electricity that attracts dust.
Over time, the plastic panel may yellow and will

become brittle and may need to be replaced #
it cracks or breaks. Replacernent material can be
found al hore center and hardware stores. Most

Under- or Over-Cabinet Lights

The selection of optional under- or over-cabinet
lighting provides either task fighling of atrnosphere ta your kitchen. We suggest you note the
size and type of bulbs in these fixtures and kee
replacements on hand.

suppliers will cut the panel to fit so if you need to
purchase a replacement, be sure to note the size
you need,

Troubleshooting Tips:
No Electrical Service No Electrical Service Anywhere in the Home

Bulbs for these fixtures can be purchased at home
canters or hardware stores. Avoid exceeding the
wattage indicated inside the fixture,

» Service is not out in the entire area. if so, coniact

Modifications
“H you wish to make any modifications, contact
the electrician listed on the Emergency Phone
Numbers you receive at the orientation. Having
another electrician modify your electrical system
during the warranty period can void that portion
of your limited warranty.

Outlets

if an outlet is not working, check first to see # itis
controlled by a wall switch or GFCI. Next, check
the breaker,

Before calling for service, check to confirrn that the:
the utility company.
a Main breaker and indbvidual breakers are allin

the on position.

No Electrical to One or More Outlets

Before calling for service, check to confirm that the:
» Main breaker and individual breakers are allin

the or: position.

» Applicable wail switch is on
e OFC! is set (see details on GCIs, earlier in this
section)

if there are small chiidren in the home, install

« Item you want to use is pluaged in

safety phigs to cover unused outlets. This also

« jlem you want to use works in other outlets

minimizes the air infiltration that sarnetimes occurs with these outlets. Teach children to never

touch electrical outlets, sockets, or fixtures.

Underground Cables

Before digging, check the location of buried

service leads by calling the local utility locating
sarvice, in most cases, wires run in a straight line
from the service panel to the nearest public ullity
pad, Maintain positive drainage around the foundation to protect electrical service connections.

+ Bulb in the lamp is good
a
Even if the troubleshooting tips do not identify
useful
be
will
solution, the information you gather
io the service provider you call.

Marrano/Marc Equity
Limited Werranty Guidelines
During the orientation, we confirm that light
fixtures are in acceptable condition and that all
bulbs are working, Marrano/Marc Equity’s limited
warranty excludes any fixture you supplied. _

Designed Load
Marrano/Mare Equity will repair any electrical
wiring that fails to carry its designed load to meet
specifications. Hf electrical outlets, switches, or fix.
tures clo mot function as intended, Marrana/Mare

Equity will repair or replace ther.
GF?
(Ground-Fault Circuit. interrupters)
Marrano/Mare Equity is net responsible for food
spoilage that results from your plugging refrigerators or freezers into a GFCI outlet,

Power Surge
Power surges are the result of local conditions
beyond the contro! of Marrano/Marc Equity and
are excluded from limited warranty coverage.
These can result in burned-out bulbs or damage to
sensitive electronic equiprnent such as TVs, alarm
systerns, and computers. Damage resulting frorn
lightning strikes are excluded from limited warrarity coverage,

Ss
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Electrical System — continued
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Expansion and Contraction
Homeowner Use and

Maintenance Guidelines

Charges in temperature and humidity cause all
building materials to expand and contract. Dissimilar rnaterials expand or contract at different
rates, This movernent results in separation be-

You
tween materials, particularly dissimilar ones.

will see the effects in srnall cracks in drywall and
l,
in paint, especially where moidings meet drywal
at mitered corners, and where Ule grout meets

tub or sink, While this can alarm an uninformed
homeowner,

it is normal.

Net

Shrinkage of the wood members of your home
is inevitable and occurs in every new home.
-Although this is most noticeable during the first
ear, it may continue beyond that time, in mast
cases, caulk and paint are all that you need to
rnconceal this minor evidence of a natural pheno
enon, Even though properly installed, caulking
is
shrinks and cracks, Maintenance of cautking

your responsibility.
Merrane/Mare

Equity

Limited Warranty

Marrano/Mare Equity provides one-time repairs ab
16 month follow-up service to many of the effects
of expansion end contraction. See individual categories such as drywall and caulk for details.

Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines
See also Fire Prevention.

Mast of us feel a fireplace is an excellent way to
creale a warm, cozy atrnosphere. However, without suificient Information, your use of the fireplace
can result in heat (and dollars) being wasted. To
help prevent that, consider the following points.

LOOk upon burning a fire as a juxury that adds
much to the atnosphere but just a little to the
heat in a home. About 10 percent of the heat produced by a fire is radiated into the house. in many
older homes, the air used by the fireplace for combustion is replaced with cold outside air drawn
in through cracks around daors and windows.
However, your home Is constructed sc lightly that
this does not happen. We install a fresh alr vent to
supply the fireplace with combustion air and reduce the arnount of heated air the fire draws from
your house, Open this vent before starting the fire
43 you do the damper,
Close the damper and cold air vent when the fireplace is not in use. Leaving these open is equiva.
lent to having an open window in the house. if
the fire is still burning, but you are finished enjoying it, use glass doors ta prevent heated alr from
being drawn up the chimney until your darnper
can be closed.

One caution on the use of glass doors: de not
close thern over a roaring fire, especially W you are
burning hard weods (such as oak or hickory) because this could break the glass. Also, when closing the doors over a burning fire, open the mesh
screens first. This prevents excessive heat build-up
on the mesh, which might result in warping or
discoloration,

Your objective in building a fire should be a clean,
steady, slow-burning fire. Begin with a small fre
to allow the components of the flreplace to heat
up slowly. Fallure to do so may darnage the fireplace and can void the warranty. Start the fire by
burning kindling and newspaper under the grate;
two to three layers of logs stacked with air space
between,

largest logs to the rear, works best. One

sheel of paper burned on top of the stack will help
the chimney start to draw, Any logs 6 inches in
chameter or larger should be split.
Caution: Do not burn trash in the fireplace and
never use any type of liquid fire starter.
Remove old ashes and coals from under the grate
when completely cool, A light layer is desirable as
an insulator and will help to reflect heat,

Spark Arrester
if the spark arrester becomes clogged, the diminished air flow will affect the performance of the
fireplace and may be a fire hazard. Have the arrester Cleaned professionally when needed,

Chimney Cleaning
Creosote and other wood-burning by-products accurnulate inside the flue over a period of time, This
build-up can be a fire hazard. The way you use you
fireplace and the type of wood you burn determine
the frequency of your chirnney cleanings. For instance, burning soft woods or improperly seasoned
woods necessitates more frequent cleaning. Hire a
qualified chimney sweep for this cleaning.

Cracks
Normal shrinkage of mortar results in hairline
cracks in masonry. Marrano/Mare Equity will repair
cracks that exceed 1/8 inch in width, The repair
consists of pointing or patching and the mortar
c olor will be matched as closely as possible, but
expect some variation.

om
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Fireplace - Wood Burning
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Fireplace - Wood Burning — continued
on and
A slight delay between turning the switch

Sur
Exterior masonry may have chips, regular

d ignite
flame ignition i normal, The flames shoul

during
faces, and color variations, which occur

tion
gently and silently. #f you notice any devia
shut off
ely
diat
imme
,
from this and any gas smell
any.
comp
the switch and report it te the gas

s such
manufacturing, shipping, or handling. Unles
af the
conditions affect the structural Integrity
.
home, no repair is provided,

which
Excessive winds Can cause 4 downdraft,

Discoloration

relight t
can blow out the pilot, requiring you te
before using the Hreplace.

nora
Discoloration of the firebox or brick is 2
n.
actio
ctive
corre
result of use and requires no
to
due
s
iMortar-styie fireplaces may develop crack
ternperature changes and other factors.

cover for a directThe exterior vent
n
Cautio
We
Caution: The exterior
hot when
vent gas fireplace becomes extremely

the fireplace is operating.

Downdraft

ina
Although extremely high winds can result

Marrano/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines

y
downdralt, this condition should be temporar
ct
corre
and
mine
and occasional, We will deter

heat
Fireplaces are not intended to be ine sole
ion
funct
d
shoul
lace
firep
The
source in the home.
the
and
y’s
Equit
Mare
properly when Marrane/
.
:

construccontinuous malfunction if caused by a
tion or design delact.
f
Glass

:

rnanufacturer’s divections are followed.

°
Doors

During the orientation we confirm that glass
are
fireplace doors, when included with the home,
are
rs
cleane
glass
l
in acceptable condition. Typica
fires
not are not acceptable cleaning agents for
be
place glass doors. Fireplace door cleaner can
buter.
distri
ace
purchased at your local firepl

Water Infiltration

esin unusually heavy of prolenged precipitation,
some
winds,
high
pecially when accompanied by
y.
water can enter the home through the chimne
The limited warranty excludes this occurrence.

Marrano/Marc Equity offers direct-vent gas fireit)
places. if you ordered this type of fireplace,
and
Read
n.
tatio
demonstrated during the orien
_ follow all manufacturer’s directions.
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Foundai tion
Homeowner Use and

Marrano/Mare Equity

Maintenance Guidelines

Limited Warranty Guidelines

We install the foundation of your home according to the recommendations of our consulting
engineer. The wails of the foundation are poure
d
concrete with steel reinforcing rods, To protec
t
your home’s foundation, follavy guidelines
for
installation and maintenance of landscaping
and
drainage in this Handbook.

The foundation of your home has been
designed
and installed according to the rec SAT
mendations
of an engineer.

Cosmetic imperfections
Slight cosmetic imperfections in foundation
walls,
such as a visible searn where two Pours
meet

Cracks
Even though an engineer designed the foundation
and we constructed it according to engineering
requirements, surface cracks can still develop
in
the wail. Surface cracks are not detrimental
to the
Structural integrity of your home,
Dampness
Due to the arnount of water in concrete
, base.

ments may be damp, Condensation can form
on
water lines and drip onto the floor, We reco
m:
mend the use of a de-hurnidifier to keep
dampness under control,

of sight honeycombing {aggregate visible},
are
possible and require no repair un less they permi
t

water to enter,

Cracks
Shrinkage or setiling cracks are not unusual
in
foundation walls, especially at the corners of
basement windows. Marrano/Marc Equity will
seal
cracks that exceed 1/4 inch in width,

Leaks
Marrano/Marc Equity will correct condi
tions that

permit water to enter the basernent, provi
ded you
have complied with the drainage, landscapin
g,
and maintenance guidelines,

Future Construction in Basement

aR

H you decide to perform additional constructi
on
in the basement, obtain guidelines from a
licensed
engineer, obtain a building permit, and comp
ly
with all codes and safety requirements,
Marrano/
Marc Equity does not warrant that yeu will
be able
to obtain such a permit because of the possib
ility
that buliding codes may change,

Water Proofing System
Your house has been surrounded with @ water
resistant vapor barrier, This system has a Manul
acturers’ Lietime Warranty provided the produ
ct has
not been compromised, Please ses the Manufa
rc.
iurers Warranty for details,
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Garage Overhead Door
Opener

Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines

object,
Since the garage door ts a large, moving
periodic maintenance is neces

gary.

Light Visible

Some
Garage overhead doors cannot be airtight.
across
light will be visible around the edges and
resuit
may
conditions
the top of the door. Weather
as
door
in some precipitation entering around the
in
well as some dust especially until most homes
installec,
the community have landscaping

opener, be
To prevent darmnage to a garag® door
and the
sure the door is completely unlocked
using the
rope-pull has been removed before
after
installed
operator, if you have an opener
you orcer
closing on your home, we suggest that
and installed
ie fram the cornpany that nrovided
warranty
the garage dear to assure uninterrupted
Handbook
for
coverage. Be familiar with the steps
a power
of
event
the
in
eperation of the door
failure.
opener
if }darrano/Mare Equity installed a deor

orientation we
as one of your selections, during

build
At bottonr seal, try to keep snow and ice
guats of
g
Stran
rs.
corne
and
up from under door

des a safely
demonstrate the electric eye thal provi
ugh the
stop in the event someone crosses thro
in motion. Use
opening while the overhead door is
iLerns where
d
store
care not to place tools or other
electric eye.
they interfere with the function of the

door, this is
wind ray blaw water and snow under
a normal situation.

Lock
W the lock becomes stiff, apply a silicone oF
as it
graphite lubricant, De not use gil on a lock,

or is the
Realigning or adjusting the safety sens
ed a warider
cons
customer's responsibility; it not

difficult to
will stiffen in winter and make the lock
operate.

ranty issue.

Refer io owners rnanual.

garage opener
Expect to replace the battery in the
battery Is
The
rarmote controls about once a year.
the keyless
usually a 3 volt Lithiuens. ¥f provided,
pad uses a 9 voit battery.

Lubrication

apply
Every 6 rnonths for more offen if required),
moving
all
to
a lubricant such as silicone spray
parts: track, rollers, hinges, pulleys, and springs.
vehicles
Avoid over lubricating to prevent drips on
check
time,
or the concrete floor. At the same
as
to see that all hardware is tight and operating
intended without binding or scraping.

Painting-(f applicable)

repaint your
Repaint the garage door when you

to maintain a salis~
home, or more often # needed

1

factory appearance.

Garage Overhead Door ~ continued
Satety
Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for safe and

reliable
operation, Do not allow anyone except
ithe operator near the door when it is in motion.
Keep hands and fingers away from all parts of the
door except the handle. De not allow children to

play with or around the door.

.

ror your safety, afier the expiration of the one-year
warranty, have any needed adjustments made by

@ Qualified specialist. The door springs are under
a considerable amount of tension and require

special tools and knowledge for accurate and safe
servicing, Have the door inspected by a professional garage door technician after any significant
impact to the door.

Marrane/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines
The garage door should operate smoothly and
with reasonable ease. The door can become
misaligned and require adjustrnent, which Marrano/Mare Equity will provide within the first year
unless the problem is caused by the installation of
8 Garage door opener subsequent to clasing on
the home.

fy
Sank

Gas Shut-Offs
Homeowner Use and
Mointenance Guidelines

You will find shut-offs on gas lines near their
connection to each item that operates on gas. In
addition, there is a main shut-off at the meter. We

point these out during the orlentation.

Gas Leak
if you suspect 2 gas leek, leave the home and cali the
gas company imrnediately for emergency service.

Marrane/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines

The gas company is responsible for leaks up to the
meter. Marrano/Marc Equity will correct leaks from

Ww

cp

the meter into the hare.

Ghosting
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines
Recent feedback frarn homeowners fin
both old

and new hornes) regarding black sooty stain
s

which develop on surfaces in home
s fon carpet,

walls, ceilings, anpliances, mirrors, and
around
area rugs-—to list a few examples) have caus
ed
much investigation and research,

The conclusion of the research and laboratory
tests has been that the majority of this stain
ing
or “ghosting” results from pollution of the air
in
the home caused by buming scented candl
es,
incomplete combustion of hydrocarbons
as these
candies burn contributes a considerable
amount of
soot to the air, This sooty substance then
settles or

-

accumulates on surfaces of the home,
The sooty

deposits are extremely difficult to remove:
on
Some surfaces (light-colored carpet, for insta
nce),
they are impossible to clean campietely
away,

The popularity of scented candles has incre
ased
many-foid in recent years. If this is an act
ry that
is part of your Hfestyle, we caution you about
the
potential damage to your home. When this
conic
Hon results from homeowners burning candi
es
or other lifestyle choices, the resulting darn
age is
excluded from our limited warranly Cover
age,
See also Carpet/filtration,
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Grading and Drainage
and compacted the soil, it does not return to its
original density, Some settling will occur, especial
ly alter prolongedor heavy rainfall or melting of
large amounts of snow, Settling can continue for
several years. inspect the perimeter of your home
reguiarly for signs of settling and {if settled areas
as needed to maintain positive drainage.

Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines

The final grades around your horne have been
inspected and approved for proper drainage
of your jot. Qur surveyor completes a drainage.

certification and then the local building authorities
as well as Marrano/Mare Equity inspect the sit
Yards drain from one to another You and your

Subsurface Drains
Occasionally Marrano/Marc Equity in

neighbors share an overall drainage plan for the

community, Use caution when installing landscaning, fencing, or additions t your herne te prevent
causing water problems on adjacent sOt,

alls a sub-

surface drain to ensure that surface water drains
from a yard adequately. KeepUthis, area and espe-

cially the drain cover clear of debris so that the
drain can function as intended.

Drainage
Maintain the slopes around your home to permit
the water to drain away frorn the home es rapidly
as gossible. This is essential to protect your foun
dation. Failure te do so can result In major structural damage and will void your warranty.

See also Landscaping.

Morrano/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines

We established the final grade to ensure adequate
drainage away frarn the home. Maintaining this
drainage is your responsibility. If you alter the
drainage pattern after closing, oF if changes in
drainage occur due to lack of maintenance, the
lirnited warranty is void.

Exterior Finish Materials

Maintain soil levels below siding, stucco,brick, or

other exterior finish materials. Contact with the

soil can cause deterioration of the exterior finish
material and encourages pest infestations.

Backfill Settlement

Backliled or excavated areas around the foundation and af utility trenches should not interfere
with the drainage away from your home. VF these
areas settle greater than 6° during the first year,
Marrano/Mare Equity will fill the areas one time at
your 10 manth follow up service and subsequently
will provide you with fill dirt to maintain positive

Roof Water
De not remove the splash blocks or cownspout
extensions from under the downspouts. Keep
these in place at ail times, sloped so the water

drains away frorn your home quickly.

Rototilling
Rototilling can significantly change drainage
swates. You can minimize this by rototilling parallel
to the swales rather than across them.

drainage.

Setiling

ar-caused darnage to um landscaped yards alter

Erosion

Marrano/Mare Equity is mot responsible for weaththe final grade has been established or the ¢ losing
date, whichever occurs last

PY
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The area we excavated for your home’s founcaton was larger than the hame to allow room to
work. In addition, some trenching is necessary for
installation of utility lines. Although we replaced
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Grading and Drainage ~ continued
New Sod
New sod installation and the extra watering that

accompanies it can cause temporary drainage
problems, as can unusually severe weather condi.
tong.

Recommendations

.

Marrano/Mare Equity documents the grades that
exist at the time of delivery of your home or as
soon thereafter as possible. The ound
gre
must be
dry and free of frost to make these

eterminations.

Once final grades are set, Marrano/hts arc Equity
will Inspect drain “ge problems reported in write
ing during the wa ranty period, compare grades
to those originally established, and advise you on
frective actions you right take.

Swales
Marrana/Mare Equity does not alter drainage patterns to suit individual landscape plans, Typically,
a lot receives water from and passes water an to
other lots, so changes in grade often affect adiacent or nearby lots. Marrano/Mare Equity advises
against making such changes. After heavy rain or
SHOW, waler may sland in swales up to 48 hours.

Under

Canerete

Marrano/Marc Equity will fill visible sunken areas

under concrete during the Tirst year,

Winter Grading

LAS
¢~

Due to weather conditions, especially during
winter and early spring, the final grade may nat
have been established at the time of closing, We
decument the status of your grading at the time
of delivery, When conditions permit, grading work
will continue. Confirm that we have completed
your grading before beginning landscaping.

Gutters and Downspouts
Moarrana/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines

Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines

Check gutters periodically and remove leaves or
other debris. Materials that accumulate in guiters can slow water drainage from the roof, cause
overflows, and clog the downspouts,

Gutters over 3 feet jong are installed with a slight
slope so that roof water will flow to the down

Extensions or Splash blocks

We correct leaks that occur during the warranty
period,

spouts.

Leaks

Extensions should discharge outside of rock or
bark beds so that water is not damrned behind the
edging materials that might be used.

Overflow
Gutters may overflow during periods of excessively
heavy rain. This is expected and requires no repair,

Ladders
Use caution when leaning ladders against gutters,
as this may cause dents.

Standing

Water

Small armounts of water (up to one inch) will stand

-Leaks
if a joint between sections of gutter drips, caulk
the inside joint using a commercial gutter caulking
compound available at hardware stores.

for short periods of time in gutters immediately

after rain. No correction is required for nese conditions,

Snow and ice
Clear excess snow fram downspouts as soon
as possible to allow the gutter to drain arid to
prevent damage. Severe ice or snow build-up can
damage gutters, and such damage is not covered
by the limited warranty.

=

eevee

See also Roof/ice Darr.
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Hardware
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines
Poorknobs and locks should operate correctly
with litte attention. Over time, they may need
sight adjustments due to normal shrinkage of the
irarring. Occasionally, you may need to tighten
screws or lubricate,
:

Marrano/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines
We confirrn that all hardware is in acceptable
condition during orientation. The limited warranty
exciuces repairs for cosmetic damage subsequent
to the orientation,

we

Marrane/Mare Equity will repair hardware
items that do not function as intended

Floors

Homeowner

A

Hardwood

Use and

Maintenance Guidelines
in dally care of hardwood floor, preventive mainte
nance is the primary goal.

Cleaning
Sweep or vacuum on a dally basis or as needed,
A hardwood floor should never be wet mopped.
Excessive water causes wood to expand and can
possibly damnage the floor. Check with the hardwood company if your floor has 8 water-based finish. Use general maintenance products designed
for the care of your hardwood floor or ask your
authorized dealer, Always clean your hardwood
lengthwise.

Dimples

Placing heavy fumiture or dropping heavy or
sharp objects on hardwood floors can resuitin
dimples.

Mats ond Area Rugs

Use protective mats at the exterior coors to help
prevent sand and grit fram getting on the floor
Gritty sand is weed flooring’s worst enemy, How.
oF
ever, be aware (hat rubber backing of area rugs
floor
the
of
ing
warp
mats can cause yellowing and
surface.

Pets

as
Be sure to keep pets’ nails trimmed and clean
they could damage the finish of your nardwaod
floor, Although the finish is very durable and resise
tant, sharp and pointed objects can cause damage
to your floor.

Separation

Expect some shrinkage around heat veris of any
heat-producing appliances, OF during seasonal
weather changes.

See also Warping.

Filmy Appearance

Shoes

Awhite, flimy appearance can result from mols

High heels should never be worn on hardwood
floors. Awoman weighing 125 pounds will exert
on
over 2,000 pounds of pressure per square inch
hardyour
the floor. That's enough to damage

ture, often frorm wet shoes or boots.

Furniture Legs
Install proper floor protectors on furniture placed
on hardwood floors. Protectors will allow chairs to
move easily over the floor without scuffing. Regularly clean the protectors to remove any grit that
nay have accumulated, Keep in mind, repeated
use over time will scuff floor, When moving heavy
furniture, carry itor place ft on & rug, wrong side

wood floor,

Splinters

up, and slide the rug.

can
When floors are new, small splinters of wood
appear.

Humidity

Traffic Paths

Wood floors respond noticeabl y to changes int
hurnidity in your home. Especially during winter
months the individual planks or pieces expand
and contract as humidity changes. Problems related to humidity level variations can be minimized
by proper ventilation, dehumidifying or heating.

wold

A dulling of the finish in heavy

traffic areas is lhely.

Hardwood

Floors — continued

Warping
Warping will occur if the floor repeatedly
becornes
wel of is thoroughly soaked even once, sught
warping in the area of heat vents or heat-producing appliances is also typical,

Wax
.
Never use wax, household detergents or soap;
they will leave a greasy film on your floor which
can be very slippery. Once you wax a polyure.
thane finish fioor, recoating is difficult becau
se the

new finish will not bond to the wax, The
prelerred

maintenance is preventive cleaning and
recoat
ing annually or as needed to maintain the
desired
huster,

Morrane/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines

During the orientation we will confirm
that hard-

wood Noors are in acceptable condition,
We will
correct any readily noticeable cosmetic defec
ts
listed during the orientation. You are responsibl
e
for routine maintenance of hardwood floors
.

Separations
Shrinkage will result in separations between
the
members of harcwood floors. If these exce
sd
1/8 inch, MarranofMare Equity will fill them
one
ume. Marrano/Marc Equity is not responsi
ble for
removing excess filer that appears on the
surface
if the boards expand due to subsequent chan
ges
in hurnidity and axpel the filler.

Rae
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Heating System: Gas Forced Air
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines

Good maintenance of your furnace Can save
ce.
energy dollars and prolong the life of the furna
literaer's
Carefully read and follow the manufactur
here
ture on use and maintenance, The guidelines
only,
n
include general informatio

Adjust Vents

your
Experiment with the adjustable registers in
your
for
flow
home to establish the best heat
in sellifestyle. Generally, you can reduce the heat
dom-used or intedor recs. This is an individual
matter and you will need to balance the sysiem
for your own family’s needs.

Avoid Overheating

g can
Do not overheat your new home, Overheatin
and
r
cause excessive shrinkage of framing lumbe
may materially damage the home. In the beginit
ning, use as little heat 25 possible and increase
gradually.

Blower Panel (Fan cover)
corYou need to position the blower panel cover
This
te,
rectly for the furnace blower (fan) to opera
r
panel compresses @ button that tells the blowe
es
cloth
a
way
the
it is safe to operate. Similar to
button
dryer door operates, this panel pushes in a
on.
that jets the fan motor know it Is safe to come

ce will not
if that button fs not pushed in, the furna

operate.

Combustion Air

Some Town's require a combustion air duet for

duct is
the furnace. if so, the outside end of this
animal
of
insect
ize
’ covered with a screen to minim

h
from entering the duct. Cold air coming in thoug
this duct means it Is functioning as if should.

on
Caution: Never cover or block the combusti
to
ed
air vent in any way. Outside air is need
supply the furnace with sufficient oxygen.
the
Blocking the combustion air vent will cause
and
pipe
furnace to draw air down the vent
.
pull poisonous gases back Inte your home

Duct Cleaning

y on
Exercise caution before spending mone

study
orofessional ductwork cleaning services. A
clear
work
by the EPA found no proof that duct
evidence
ing improves indoor aif quality, nor was
For more
found that it prevents health problems.
st docuinformation contact the EPA and reque

Unis
ment EPAd02-K-97-002. Or you can view
isd/
information on their Website: www.epa.gov/
pubs/.

Ductwork Noise

natural
Some popping or pinging sounds are the
response
in
ng
cooli
result of ductwork heating and
to airflow as the system operates.

Furnished Home

a furnished
The heating system was designed with
the cooler
horne in mind. If you move in during
ired ail of
part of the year and have not yet acqu
may
home
your draperies and furnishings, the
seem cooler than you would expect
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Heating System: Gas Forced Air — continued
Fuse
Some furnaces have a fuse directly above the onos

off switch. This fuse is an S16, $12, or S15 fuse. |

absorbs any spikes in the line such as close electrical strikes or power surges, Uniike old fuses that
burr out and clearly indicate that they are blown,
these fuses, similar to automobile fuses, havea

spring that depresses
have examined these
be hard to determine
Suggest that you buy
size to have on hand,

whan
quite
if the
some

trioped. Unless you
carefully before, it may
fuse has blown. We
extra fuses of the same

Gas Oder
if you smell gas, call the gas company immediately,

Odor
_ Anew heating systern may emit an oder fora few
moments when you first turn it on. An established
system may emit an odor after being unused
for an extended time (such as after the suramer

months f you do not use air conditioning), This is
caused by dust that has settled in the ducts and
should pass quickly.

On-Off Switch
The furnace has an on-off blower switch, This
switch looks like a regular light switch and is
located in a metal box outside the furnace, When
turned off, this switch overrides all furnace com-

mands and shuts down the blower. This is usually
done only when maintenance service is being
performed, aithough young children have been
known to turn the furnace off using this switch, (if

your furnace is a high-efficiency model, it does not
have a pilot or an on-off switch}

Return Air Vents
For maximum comfort and efficiers energy use,
attange furniture and draperies to allow unobstructed airflow from registers and to cold alr
returns,

fem perature
Depending on the style of horne, temperatures
can normally vary from floor to floar as much as
4 degrees (from middle of roorn-4’ off floor) or
more on extremely cold days. The furnace blower
will typically cycle on and off more frequently and
for shorter periods during severe cold spells,

Thermostat
The furnace will come on automaticaily when the
temperature at the thermostat registers below the
setting you have selected, Once the furnace is on,
setting the thermnastat to a higher temperature
wil not heat the home faster. Thermostats are
calibrated to within plus or minus 2 degrees,

Frial Run
Have a trial run early in the fall to test the furnace. (The sarne applies to air conditioning in the
Spiting.) if service is needed, it is much better te
discover that before the heating season.

Troubleshooting Tips: No Heat
Before calling for service, check to confirm that the:

* Thermostat is set to “heat” and the temperature
is sel above the room temperature,
« Blower panel cover is installed correctly for the
furnace blower (fan) to operate, This panel compresses a bution that tells the blower it Is safe to
operate. Similar to the way a clothes dryer door
operates, this panel pushes in a button that lets
the fan motor know it is safe to come on. If that
button is not pushed in, the furnace will not
. Operate.

at
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Heating System: Gas Forced Air ~ continued
panel is on. (Re-

e Breaker on the main electrical
member, if a breaker wine

you must turn it from

the tripped position to the off position before
you can turn if back on.)

Fuse In furnace is good. (See manulacturer Hlerature for size and location)

Gas line is open at the main meter ard at the
side of the furnace.

%
=

iiter is clean to allow airflow.

« Vents in individual roams are open.
-« Air returns are unobstructed.

Even if the troubleshooting tips do not identify a
solution, the information you gather will be useful
to the service provider you call.

Marrano/Mare

Equity

The exact placement of heat ducts may vary from
those positions shown in similar floor plans.

Ductwork
Although the heat systern is not a sealed system,
the ductwork should remain attached and securely
fastened, if iL becomes unattached, Marrano/Mart

Equity will repair as needed,

Furnace Sounds

pansion or contraction of petal ductwork results
in ticking of popping sounds. While elirninating al
these sounds is impossible, Marrana/Mare Equity
will correct olf canning. (Ol canning occurs when
a large area of sheet metal ithe those found in air
ducts makes a foud noise as Ht moves up and down
in cesponse to temperature changes.)

Thermostat

Thermostats are calibrated to plus or minus 2
degrees.

Limited Warranty Guidelines

We will install heating systerns according to local
building codes, as well as to engineering designs
of the particular model hore.

Adequacy of the system is determined by Ks
ability to establish a ternperature of 70 degrees
F, as measured in the center of the room, 5 feet
above the floor, In extremely cold lemperatures
(G degrees below or colder), the system should be
able to maintain a temperature differential of 70
degrees frorn the outside temperature.

ip

a

a

Eo

Switch on the side of the furnace is on.

Duct Placement
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Hot Water Heater: Gas
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines
Carefully read and follow the manufacturer's lite;
ture for your specific model of water heater,

Be

Condensation

*

Candensation inside your new water heater
: may

PHot is lit. (Directlons will be found
on the si

of the tank)

drip onto the bumer flame. This causes no harm
and in most cases will disappearin a short period

* Temperature sett ing is not on “vacation” or
too low.

of Une,

Orain

PROUBLESHOOT! WG TIPS:
NO HOT WATER
Before calling for service, check to confirm
that
the:

Tank

* Water supply valve is open.

Review and follow manufacturer’s timetable
and
instructions for draini ing several gallons of water
from the bottom of the water heater. This
reduces

Refer to the manufacturer's literature? ior
specific

locations of these Herns and possibly other trou.
bleshaoting tips.

the build-up of chemical deposits from the water
,
prolonging the life of the tank and saaving energy

Even if the trouble shooting tins de not ident
ify a
solution, the information YOu gather will be useful
to the service provider you call.

dollars.

Pilot
Please refer to Manufactures instructions on
water

Marrano/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines

heater

Reler to the manufacturer's limited warranty
for in-

Safety

formation regardi ng coverage of the water
heater.

Vacuurn the area around a gas-fired water heater
tO prevent dust from interfering with proper
flarne
combustion, Avoid using the top of a heater
as a
storage shelf,

286 also Plumbing

Temperature

be

Please refer to Manufactures instructions
on water
heater to set temperature.

tas
aay

Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines

Operate a humidifier only with the furnace, not
with the air conditioner, If you notice condensaHon on windows, the humidifier should be turned

off. Clean the moisture pad according to the
manufacturer's instructians and suggested timetable.

Marrano/Mare Equity

Limited Warranty Guidelines

Refer to the manufacturer's limited warranty for
information regarding coverage of the humidifier

Landscaping
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines

Hired Contractors

Providing complete details on landscape design is
beyond the scope of this Handbook, Many excel
lent books, videos, and computer software pro-

grams are available that offer vour this information. Local nurseries and landscape professionals
can also assist you.

You are responsible for changes to the drainage
patiern made by any landscape, concrete, deck, or
pool contractor. Discuss drainage with any company you hire to de an in tallation in your yard,

Requirements

In planning your landscaping, think of proportion,
texture, color, mature size, maintenance needs,

soit and hard surfaces, lighting, fencing, edging,
and water requirements. A beautiful yard requires
considerabie planning and requilar attention,
Most homeowners take years to achieve the yard
they want. Planning to install items in stages can
Spread the cost and work over several seasons.

Check with your local building department and
horneowners association before designing, install.
ing, or changing landscaping for any regulations
that they require you to follow.

Seeded/Hydro Seeded Lawns
ii lawn seeding is part of
consider this just the first
yard. Rernember that the
stronger than grass seed.

your home purchase,
step in establishing your
forces of nature are far
You will need to aver

seed al some point, perhaps more than once,

Winter Grading
Due to weather conditions, especially during
winter and early spring, the final grade may not
have been established at the time of closing. We
docurment the status of your grading at the time
of delivery. When conditions permit, grading work
will continue. Confirm that we have completed
your grading before beginning landscaping

Bark or Rock Beds
Do not allow edging around decorative rock or
bark beds to dam the free flow of water away
from the home. You can use a non-woven landscape fabric between the soil and rock or bark to
restrict weed growth while still permitting norrnal
eveporation of ground moisture,

Heavy storms can cause washouts and erosion that
you wil need fo correct. It geners lly takes at least
three growing segsons to establish a good lawn,
longer if weather conditions are difficult or ¥ you
do not have the time to devote to lawn cara,

Before over-seeding, remember to {itl any slight
depressions with a light layer of topsoil, Minimize
trafic of all kinds on newly seeded areas and avoid
weed killer for at least 120 days. Keep the seed
moist, not wet.

Sod
Newly placed sod requires extra water for several
weeks. Water at regular intervals for the first three
weeks (ideally in the cool part of the day just before sunrise). Be aware that new sod and the extra

First § Feet

watering it requires can sometimes create drain.
age concerns (in your yard or your neighbor's}
that will disappear when the yard is established

it Is not recommended to place sprinkler heads
within 5 feet of your home. Make sure sprinklers
are not hitting your house because thay can cause
damage to your exterior im,

and requires normal watering.
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Landscaping — continued
Trees

Sprinkler System

Marrano/Mare Equity values trees as one of the
features that make up an attractive community
and add value to the hommes we build. We take
in the
steps ta protect and preserve existing trees
area of your horne. in spite of our efforts, existing
damtrees located an construction siles can suffer
age frorn construction activities, which manifest
months after the completion of construction.

You are responsible for routine deaning and
adjusting of sprinkler heads as well as shutting the
system down in the fall, Failure to drain the system
before freezing temperatures occur can result ip
broken fines, which will be your responsibility to
repair, if you are in an area with an association,
check to see if sprinkler maintenance is covered in
your monthly dues.

Conduct weekly operational checks fe ensure
proper performance of the system. Cirect sprinkler
heads away from the home. Tricklet- or bubbler
for
type irrigation systems are not recommended

use adjacent to your home.
“Automatic timers permit you to water al optimum
times whether you are al home, away, awake, or

asleep. The amount of water provided to each
zone can be accurately and consistently controlled
and easily adjusted witha timed system. Check
the system after a power oulage and keep a battery in place if your systern offers that ag a backup.

Darnage to existing lrees Can be caused by such
things as compaction of soil in the root zone,
changing patterns of water flow on the fot, cisturbing the root system, and removing other trees
ed
to make room for the home. The newly expos
tree may react to conditions it is unaccustorned
to, Caring for existing trees, including pruning
dead branches or removing these trees altogether
is your responsibility.
Remerniber to water trees during the summer.
Mulch around trees and avoid tilling or planting

imporflower beds around trees. This ls especially

uttant while trees are recovering form the constr
tion process.

stones
‘The soil in your area may have stones and rocks.

Removing these naturally occurring elements is 4
maintenance activity because over time they do
rise to the surface, If Marrane/Mare Equity installs
seed or sod, large rocks will be picked up and
surface raking performed. You will need to provide
continued attention to this condition as you Care
for your yard.

the
Trees and other plant materials that exist on
of
part
lot when construction begins end are not
Equily
any landscaping installed by Marrano/Mare
age.
cover
are excluded frorm warranty

utility Lines

lawn
Aslight depression may develop in the front
h.
along the line of the utility trenc

on
Before any significant digging, check the locati
utllt
local
the
g
of buried service leads by callin
pipes
locating service, In most Cases, wires and
to the
run in a straight fine from the main service
pubic supply.

4144
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Landscaping ~ continued
See also Easements.

Waiting

to Landscape

you leave ground un-landscaped, it erodes.
Correcting erosion that occurs after closing is your
responsibility.

Weeds

°

Weeds will appear in your new lawn whether seed
or sod is usedl, Lett un-landscaped, your yard will
quickly begin to show weeds. When soil is disturbed, dormant seeds come to the surface and
germinate. The best control is a healthy lawn,
achieved through regular care and attention.

Marrano/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty
Landscape materials we install are warranted for
One growing season. We will confirm the healthy
condition of all plant materials during the orien.
tation, Maintaining the lawn and landscaping is
yeur responsibility. Marrano/Mare Equity is not
responsible for weed control or fertilization,

Refer

to you association guidelines to see what may be
applicable.

Linoleum
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines

Discoloration
reduce
Place walk-off rnat at outside entrances to

We
the amount of dirt brought inte you home.
recommend mats without latex or rubber backing
discalsince these backings can cause permanent
oration.

Cleaning

Sweep or vacuum your floor regularly to rernove
iouse dirt which can scratch your floor.
or “mop
Do not use detergents, abrasive cleaners,
may
ts
y leave &
products. These produc
. and shine” t

dull film on your floor

Vinyl flooring can be very slippery when wel.
Allow time for floor to dry after washing. Imn
mediately wipe up wel areas from spills, foreig
substances, or wet feet.

Dents or Depressions

Dents or depressions can result from sharp objects
such as high heel shoes or furniture legs. Use floor
protectors on furniture to reduce indentation, As
the
a general rule of thumb, the heavier the item,

wicier the floor protector needed.

lay
When moving appliances or heavy furniture,
a plywood or cardboard panel on your floor and
“walk the item across it. This protects your floor
from scuffing and tears.

Marrano/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines

Marrano/Mare Equity will not be responsible
¢
for discontinued patterns or color variations
Home
floor coverings, ot for problems caused by
Owner neglect or abuse.

Naif pags

floorNail pops can appear in the surface of your
be
ing. Nall pops that are readily apparent will
although
service
reset at your 10 month follow up
replacement of the flooring due to the reappearMar
ance of nail pops is mat the responsibility of
rano/Mare Equity.
&

Bubbling

unShould you linoleum ft, bubble or become

glued, Marrano/Mare Equity will repair or replace,
as required.
at our discretion, the affected flooring

Seams or Shrinkage

width
Gaps shall not exceed 1/16" of an inch in
ilar
dissim
e
Wher
in Tinoleurn floor covering joints.
of an
materials meet, a gap will not exceed 1/8"
inch.
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Masonry
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines

fflorescence
The white, powdery substance that sometimes accumulates on brick surfaces is called efficrescence,
This is a natural phenornenon and cannot be prevented. In cases, you can remove it by scrubbing
with a stiff brush and vinegar,

Consult your home

center or hardware store for cornamercia! products
to remove efflorescence,

Concave vs. Raked Brick joints
Concave brick joints are the most compen types
of mortar finishes and the most weatherproof,
We alse offer a raked! joint which offers dramatic
shadow lines on the wall, This is when a special
metal raking toolis used to rake out the mortar up
io Va inch deep between bricks,

Marrano/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines
Small hairline cracks due to shrinkage are common
in rnortar joints, Cracks in a brick of stone wall
thet exceed 3/8 of an inch will be repaired during
you 10 month follow up service. Marrano/Marc
Equity will not be responsible for any color variance between old and new mortar,
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Mirrors
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines

glass
To claan your mirrors use any’ rellable liquid
of
ware
hard
most
af
cleaner or polisher available
hsplas
and
grocery stores. Avoid acidic cleaners
can Cause the
ing water under the mirror; either

are usually
siivering to deteriorate. Acidic cleaners

ar. Avoid getthose that contain armmonia or vineg

as sore
ting glass cleaners on plurniving fixtures
formulas can deteriorate the finish.

Marrano/Mare

Equity

Limited Warranty Guidelines

acceptable
We will Confirm that all mirrors are in
Mare
condition during the orientation. Marrano/
other dam” Equity will correct scratches, chips, or
n.
tatio
orien
the
g
age to mirrors noted durin

G2

Mold
Homeowner Use ond
Maintenance Guidelines
Moid is a fungus that spreads through the air in
microscopic spares. These spores love moisture
and feed on surfaces or dirt. On siding, they look
like a layer of dirt. To determine whether you are
dealing with mold or dirt, wipe the surface With
a cloth or spange darmpened with bleach, if the
bleach causes the surface to lose its dark appearance, you are most likely seeing mold.

Cleaning mold from your home is your resporsibility, Solutions that remove mold are available
from local paint or horne improvement stores.
Wear protective eyewear and rubber gloves fer
this task: the chemicals that rernove mold are

unfriendly to humans.

Marranga/Mare

Equity

Limited Warranty Guidelines
Marranc/Mare Equity warranty excludes mold.
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Paint and Stain
Homeowner

Use and

Maintenance Guidelines

(such
Because of changes in the formula for paint
,
saler)
paints
as the elimination of jead to make
usingpainted surfaces must be washed gently
mild soap and as little water as possible. Avoid
es.
abrasive cleaners, scouring pads, or scrub brush
than
Flat paints show washing marks more easily
from
gloss paints do. Often better results come
paint.
the
touching wp rather than washing

,
When yeu repaint the exterior of your home
begin by resetting popped nails and remov
@
ing blistered or peeling portions of paint with
with
spat
caulk,
wire brush or pulty knife. Sanc,
Use a
primer, and then paint the entire area.
climate
quality exterior paint formulated for local
conditions.

exterior
Avoid having sprinklers spray water on the
, peelwalls of your hore, This will cause blistering
home.
the
to
ge
ing, splintering, and other dama

,

Colors
paint
Your selection sheets are your record of the

Severe Weather

your home.

ed by seweather. Promptly repart darnage caus
any.
yere weather to your insurance comp

age
Hail and wind can cause a great ceal of darm

e after such
in a severe storm, 30 inspect the hous

in
and stain color names, numbers, and brands

Exterior

and
Regular atlention will preserve the beauty
of
value of your home. Check the painted surfaces
repaint
your horne’s exterior annually. Caulk and
the
of
away
before much chipping or wearing
of
original finish occurs; Unis will save the cost
extensive surface preparation,

Plan on refinishing the exterior surface of your
oF
home approximately every two to three years
for
sts
sugge
er
actur
as often as your paint manuf

control
your area and climate. Clirnatic conditions

the &xthe chemical structure of the paint used on
a bit,
terior. Over time, this finish will lade and dull
exch
of
er
Depending on the exposure to weath
surface, the paint on some parts of your home
r
may begin to show signs of deterioration soone

than others.

‘

Stain

gor minor interior stain touch-ups, a furniture:
easy te
polish-and-stain treatment is inexpensive,
Follow
grain.
wood
use, and will blend in with the
directions on the bottle.

Touch-Up

l brush,
When doing paint touch-ups, use 4 srnal
. Touchapplying paint only te the darnaged spot
exactly,
up may not match the surrounding area
it is time
n
Whe
.
aven if the same paint mix fs used
aces first
to repaint a room, prepare the wall surf
miature oF
by cleaning with a raiid soap and water
a tellable cleaning product.

Wall Cracks

10 month
We suagest that you wait urdil your
s or other
follow-up service to repair drywall crack
a one time
separations due le shrinkage. This is
y.
Equit
service provided by Marrano/Mark
See also Drywall.

Paint and Stain ~ continued
Marrano/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines
During your orientation we will confirm that all
paintedof stained surfaces are in acceptable condition. Marrano/Mare Equity will touch up paint as
indicated on the orientation list. You are respor-

sible for all subsequent touch-up, exce ept painting
we perform as part of another warranty repair.

Cracking
As it ages, exterior wood trim will develoigp minor
cracks and raised grain. Much of this vll occur
during the first year, Raised grain permiis moisture
to get undar the paint and can result in peeling.
This is not a defect iri materials or workmanship,
Paint maintenance of wood trim is your responsibility.

Fading
Expect fading of exterior paint or stain caused
by the effects of sun and weather, Marrano/Marc
Equity limited warranty excludes this occurrence.

Touch-Up

Visible

Paint touch-up is visible under certain [loabting

conditions.

Wood

Grain

Because of wood characteristics, color variations
wil result when stain is applied to wood, This is
natural and requbes rie repal, Today's water-base

paints often make wood grain visible on painted
trim. Marrano/Marc Equity does not provide corrections for this condition.

Plumbing
Clogs

Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines

domestic Hems
The main causes of toilet clogs are
ammourits of
excessive
such a3 disposable diapers,
dental i floss,
tollet paper, sanitary supplies, Q-tips,
disposal
and children’s toys. improper garbage
use
Always
clogs.
use alse causes many plumbing

paris, most of
Your plumbing systere has many

r cleaning,
which require lide maintenance. Prope
ntive care
eecasional minor attention, and preve
from this
ce
servi
good
of
will assure many years

the disposal.
plenty of cold water when running

system.

Aerators
beer
Even though your plumbing lines have

mater, small
flushed to remove dirt and foreign

from your water.
on the faucets strain mucn of this
cause the
Minerals caught in these aerators may
More rapidly
faucets to drip because washers wear
foreign matter.
when they come in contact with

See also Dripping Faucet.

Basement

Construction

in your basement,
if you perform any construction

basement
ensure that the plumbing lines in the
heating
the
from
ted
of crawl space are not isola
.
source without insulation being@added

clogged traps with a olumbyou use chemical agents,
injury
Hractions carefully to avoid personal
e to the fietures.
aily found in
Cleana plunger Crain stepper——usu

the nut under the
bathroom sinks—by loosening

rod attached to
sink at the back, pulling out the
Clean and
the plunger, and [ting the stopper.
position.
return the mechanism to its original

Cleaning

Dripping Faucet

for cleaning
Follow manufacturer's directions

fixtures. Avoid abrasive cleansers. They remove
surface
the shiny finish and leave behind a porous
plumbing
Clean
that is difficult to keep clean.
{3
fixtures with a salt sponge and soapy walter
|is usually
nonabrasive cleaner or a liquid detergent
lish the
po
Then
recommendedby manufacturers),
spots.
fixtures witha dry cloth to prevent water

by shutting off
You can repair a dripping faucet

under the sink, then
the water at the vaive directly

the washer,
removing the faucet stem, changing
The shower head
and reinstalling the faucet stem.
the washer wilh
ig repaired the same we Replace
You can mini
anol! her of the samme ty oe and size.
by remembering
mize the frequency of this repair
e force. (Please
not to turn faucets off with excessiv
use rubber
not
do
note that some manufacturers
washers.)

Os
a,

1

Aerators
arnounts of minerals may enter the line,

to grease; sup
‘This recommendation also applies
the grease
plied with a steady flow of cold water,
you use
If
congeals ¢ and is cut up by the blades.
liquid, then cocks
hot water, the grease remains 4
the water to
and solidifies in the sewer Hine. Allow
the ci.
off
run 10 to 15 seconds after shutting

ca)
ch

Plumbing — continued
Extended Absence

Gold or Brass Finish

if you plan to be away for an extended period,
you shoule drain your water supply lines. To do
this, shut off the main supply linge and open the

Avoid using any abrasive cleaners on gold©
Udue brass fixtures. Use only mild detergent and
water or a cleaning product recommended by the
manulacturer.

iaucets to relieve pressure in the lines. You ray

aiso wish to shut of the water heater. Do this by
turning off the cold water supply valve on top and

jetted Tubs

she gas control at the bottom, Drain the tank by
runninga hose frorn the spigot on the bottom to
the basement floor drein. Wf you leave the tank full,

facturer directions for its use and care. Never

ep the pilot on and set the temperature to its

io west or “vacation” setting. Check manufacturer's
directions for additional hints and instructions,
ee alsa Extended Absence checklist.

operate the jets unless the water level is at least
one inch above the jets. Be cautious about using
the tub if you are pregnant or have heart disease
ar high blood pressure; discuss the use of the tub
with your doctor, Tie or pin long halr to keep it
from away from the jets where

it might become

tangled—a potentially dangerous event.

Fiberglass Fixtures
For normal cleaning
cleanser and sponge
steel wool, scrapers,
can provide a shine
pearance,

FP your home includes a jetted tub follow manu-

use a nonabrasive bathroorn
or nylon cleaning pad. Avoid
and scouring pads. Auto wax
and restore an attractive ap-

Freezing Pipes
Provided the home is heated ata normal level,

Clean and disinfect the system every one to two
months, depending on usage. To do this, fill the
tub with lukewarm water and add one cup of
liquid chlorine bleach. Run the jets for 10 to 18
minutes, drain and fill again, Run for 10 minutes
with plain water, drain,

Auto wax will heip seal and preserve your tub’s

pipes should not freeze at temperatures above 6
degrees Fahrenheit. Set the heat at a minimurn
of 53 degrees F if you are away during winter
months, Keep garage doors closed te protect

sunlace, Avoid abrasive cleansers.

Leoks
if a major plumbing leak occurs, the first step iste
turn off the supply of water te the area involved.
This may mean shutting off the water to the entire
home, Then contact the appropriate contractor,

plumbing lines running through this area from
freezing temperatures,

in unusually frigid weather, or if you will be gone
more than a day or two, open cabinet doors to
allow warm air to circulate around pipes. Use an
ordinary hair dryer to thaw pipes that are frozen.
Never use an open Hame.

Sie

Plumbing — continued
Outside Faucels

Low Flush Toilets

Outside faucets (sillcocks) are freeze-proof, but

We want to draw your attention to a water-saving
regulation that went inte effect in 7993, which
prohibits the manufacture of tollets that use more
than 1.6 gallonsof water per# ush, in the search

in order for ihis feature to be effective, you must
remove hoses during cold weather, even if the
faucet is located in your garage. Ifa hose is left
attached, the water that remains in the hose can
freeze and expand back inte the pipe, causing

fora balance arnong comfort, coonvenience, and

sensible use of natural resources, the government
conducted several studies. The1.6-galion toilet
turned out to be the size that overall consistently
saves water,

a break in the line. Repair of a broken line that

feeds an exterior faucet is a maintenance item.

Ag a result of Implementing this standard, flushing twice is occasionally necessary to completely
ernpty the tollet bowl, Even though you Hush
owice on occasion, rest assured that overall you are
“saving water and we have complied with the law.
Similarly, flow restrict ifs are mnanufactured into
most faucets and alls ower heads and cannot be
removed. We apologizee for any inconvenience this
may cause.

Porcelain

You can damage porcelain enamel with a sharp
blow from a heavy object or by scratching. Do
not stand in the bathtub wearing shoes unless you
have placed @ protective layer of newspaper over
the bottorn of the tub. If you splatter paint onte
the porcelain enamel surfaces during redecorating,
wipe it up immediately. If a spot dries before you
notice it, use a recommended solvent.

Low Pressure
Occasional cleaning of the aerators on your
faucets (normally every three to four months) will
allow proper flow of water. The water deparirnent
controls the overall waler pressure.

Main Sput-GfF
The water supply to your
entirely in two locations,
and the second is at the
of these out during your

Note that Marrano/Mare Equity does not warrant
silicocks against freezing.

home can be shut-off
The first is at the street
meter, We will point both
orientation.

Marble er Manufactured Marble
Marble and manufactured marble will not chip as
readily as porcelain enamel but can be damaged
‘by a sharp blow. Avoid abrasive cleansers of razor
blades on manufactured marble; both damage the
surface, Always mix hot and cold water af manufactured rnarble sinks: running only hot water can

an
3

darnage the sink.

Running Tollet

/

Please call a Plumbing Professional

Shut- Offs

Your main water shut-off is located near your meter, You use this shut-off for major water ernergencies such as a water line break or when you install
a sprinkler aystem or build an addition to your
home. Each toilet has a shut-off on the water line
under the tank. Hot and cold shut-olfs for each
sink are on the water lines under the sink.

Sprinklers
You should routinely inspect sprinkler heads and
provide seasonal service to maintain proper functoning.

See also Landscaping/Sprinkler.
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Plumbing ~ continued

ish. Prevent bleach from coming inte prolo
nged
contact with the sink as it can pit tthe surface,
An

occasional cleaning with a good stainless steel
cleaner will enhance the finish, hub | in the direction of the polish or grain tines and dry the sink to
prevent water spots,

Avoid leaving produce on a stainless stee! surface,
since prolonged contact with produce can stain

belore calling far service, check to confirrn
that
the:
®

preserve their luster. Avoid using abrasive cleane
rs
Of steel wool pads: these will damage the fin-

Troubleshooting Tips: Plumbing
No Water Anywhere in the Home

Main shut off on the meter inside your home
is
open,

®

Clean stainless steel sinks with SO8p and water
to

Main shut off at the street is open,

%

Stolnless Steel

Individual shut-offs for each walerusing
item are

No

Hot

Weter

the finish. Also avoid using the sink as ac cutting

See Water Heater

Local water conditions affect the appearance of

» Check caulking and grout.

board; sharp knives will gouge the finish,

Stainless steel, A white film can develop on the
sink if you have over-softened water or water
with

Leak Involving One Sink, Tub, or Toile
t

® Confirm: shower door or tu ib

enclosure was prop.

a high concentration of minerals, In hard water
areas, 8 brown surface stain can foren appearing
Hike rust.

° Turn water supply off to that itern.

Fank Care

* Use other facilities in your home and report

Avoid exposing the toilet to blows from st hare or
heavy objects, which can cause chipping or crack:
ing. Avoid abnormal pressures against the sides
of the tank.It is possible to crack the tank at the
points where it is attached to the bowl.

pater Filter or Softener
if you install elther a water filter or a water soften
ef, Carefully reac the manufacturer's litera
ture and

warranty for your specific model,

¥ your home includesa4 Septic system,
prior to
installing a water softener, discuss with
the vendar
whether the gystern you are considering will
adversely affect your seotic system,

See alsa Septic Systern,

erly closed.

problem on next business day.

Leak Involving @ Main Line
° Turn water off at the meter in your home,

» Call emergency nurnber for service,

Bock Up at One Toilet

if only one toilet is alfected, corrections occur curing normal business hours.
* Shut off the water supply to the toilet involved,
* Use a plunger to clear th
* Use a snake to clear the blockage,

* H you've been in your home fewer than 20
days,
contact Marrano/Mare Equity or the pl lumber
sted on your Emergency Phone Numbers
sheet,

Plumbing — continue

=
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days, con* i you've been in your home over 30
tact a router service.

Sewer Back Up Affecting Entire Home

» If you've been in your horne fewer inan 20 days,
ber
contact Marrano/Marc Equity or the plum
sheet.
listed on your Emergency Phone Numbers

days, con* if you've been in your home over 30
tact a router service.
location. 1
* Rernove personal belongings to a safe
r insur
items are soiled, contact your homeowne

ance company.
fy 2
Even if the troubleshooting tips do not identi
useful
be
-solution, the information you gather will
to the service grovider you call.

Marrano/Marce Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines

that all
During the orientation we will confirm

and
plumbing fixtures are in acceptable condition
and
are functioning properly, end that all faucets
drains operate freely.

Clogged Drain

drains
Marrano/Mare Equity will correct € logged
g. 1
closin
after
that occur during the first 30 days
drain
a household item is removed from a clogged
serduring this time, we will bill you for the drain
for
sible
respon
are
vice, After the first 30 days, you
correcting clogged drains.

Cosmetic Damage

Marrano/Mare Equity will correct any fixture darrchips,
age noted on the orientation list. Rep airing
subsenoted
scratches, or other surface damage
isibility.
quent te the orientation ist Is your respar

Exterior Faucets

leaks at exterior
list. Subsequent
faucets noted on the orentaton
an exte
to orientation, repair of & broken line to
rior facet is your responsibility.

Marrano/Mare Equity wil eee

reezing Pipes

normal level,
Provided the home is heated ata
at $5 degrees F #
pipes should not freeze. Set heat

s. Keep garage
you are away during wit ter month
Unat run
doors closed to protect plumbing lines
through this area.

Leaks

in the
Marrano/Mare Equity will repair teaks

caused by
plurnbing system. |if a plumbing jeak
floar cove
or
a warranted itern results in drywall

will repair
ering damage, Marrano/Mare Equity
home as
the
of
part
or replace fterns that were
adjustments
originallyly purchasec. We do not make
damage
for secondary damages (for example,
belongings).
to wallpapers, drapes, and personal
Insurance should cover these ems.

Nolse

of the waChanges int emperature oF the flow
pipes. This
rer itself will cause some noise in the
is normal and requires no repair. Marranc/Marc
Equity seid

t
epair persistent water hamwner. Expec

temperatures
one

location

to vary if water
in the hore

is used in more than

at the exact same

dene.

Supply

construction
Marrana/Mare Equity will correct
of water to your
supply
that disrupt the
ae
water
wie if they involve service from the rain

su ply

to your horne, provided actions of yours

of ser
have not caused the problem. Disruption
sysiem
vice due to failure of the water department
to
is the ré.gonsibility of the water department
correct.

ais
a
Railings

Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines
Stained of wrought iron railings in your horne
require little maintenance beyond occasional
dusting or polishing. Protect railings from sharp
objects or moisture. Cover them during move-in
$6 large pieces of furniture do not cause dents or
scratches,

stained railings will show variation in the way the
wood grain toak the stain, Some designs show
seams where pieces of wood came together to
form the calling,

Marrano/Marc Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines

ce

©

During the orientation we will confirm that all railings are in good condition. Marrano/Mare Equity
installs railings in positions and locations to comply with applicable building codes, Railings should
remain securely attached with norrnal use.

ad
pool

Root
Homeowner

Use and

Maintenance Guidelines

~~ Plurnbing leak

Clean Gulters

we Clogged gutter or downspout
~m Blowing rain or snow coming in through
code réquired roof venis

ice Dam
An ice build-up Gce dam) may develop in the

eaves during extended periods of cold and snow.

a

ice

a.

Open window on a higher floar
am

« Where practical, place a container under dripping water

Severe accurnulations of snow should be removed

e if a ceiling is involved, and the water Is excessive
enough to cause the drywail lo start to sag, use
a screwdriver to poke a small hole In the drywall
to release the water.

Leaks

« Even if the troubleshooting tips da not icentily a
solution, the information you gather will be useful to the service provider you call.

to reduce the possibility of ice dams. Your homeowner insurance may cover this darnage which is
excluded from warranty
if a leak oceurs, try to detect ihe exact location.
This vail greatly simplify finding the area that
requires repair when the roof is dry.

Limit Walking
Limit walking on your roof. Your weight and
=

the water is the rool

The shingles on your roof de not require any Weatment or sealer. The less activity your roof experiances, the less likely it is that problems will occur.
Maintain the gutters and downspouts so that they
are free of debris and able to quickly drain precip!
tation from the roof.

_.

« Confirm the source of
rather than from a

rnovernent can loosen the roofing material and
in turn result in leaks. Never walk on the roof of

your home when the shingles are wel—they are
slippery.

Severe Weather
After severe storms, do a visual Inspection of the
roof for damages. Notify your insurance Company
if you find pieces of shingle in the yard or shingle
edges lifted on the roof.

Troubleshooting Tips: Roof Leak

Please keep in mind that roo! leaks cannot be repaired while the rool is wet. However, you can get
on the schedule to be in line when conditions dry

out, $0 de call in your roof leak.

» Rernove personal belongings to ‘prevent damage
occurs, contact your herr
to them. if dama
eowner insurance compar to submit a claim.

* Report the leak to Marrana/Marc Equity during
first available business hours.

Merrano/Mare Equity

Limited Warranty Guidelines

Marrano/Mare Equity will repair roof leaks ather
than those caused by severe weather, such ag hail
damage, or some action you have taken, such as

waiking on the roof, Roof repairs are made only
when the root is dry.

inclement Weather

Storm darnage is excluded from warranty cover
age. Notify your homeowner insurance cornpany
if storm: damage is discovered.
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septic System
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines
A septic systern consists of two basic parts. First
a

Septic tank, and second an underground disposal

field. Bacteria break down solids forming a
sludge
which is moved by i incoming water out to
the dis.

posal flelel where it fs filtered out into the soil, Ta
help preserve the effectiveness of the system, keep

these points in mind:

* Avoid disposing of chemicals such as solvents,
oils, paints, and so on, through the septic system
& Avoid

using commercial drain deaners, They
can

kil the bacteria that are workin 1g to break down

the solid waste matter,

* Food from a disposal decomposes more slow! Ny
and adds to the solids in the tank,CCoffee
grounds may clog the system.
* Avaid disposing of any paper product (diapers,
Sanitary supplies, paper towels and so on) other
than tollet paperthrough the system.
* Do not rely on yeast or chemical additive io
die
gest sludge. They are not an alternative to regu.

*

e

lar pumping and may actual! ly harm the system.

Drain surface water away from the disposal field,
Eliminate unnecessary sources of water in the
area of the disposal fie en lant only sod over the
disposal field, Avoid fertilizers in this area,
Conserve indoor water use to pul less strain on
the system. Correctfeleaky faucets or running
toilets promptly, Keep in mind that a water
softener will generate 30 to 85 gallons of water
every regeneration cycle,

* Do not drive on the disposal fleld or bulld over
ik,

Pumping the System
Over time, the matter not broken down by the
bacteria can clog the system. This will happen in
spite of careful use and good maintenance. To

prevent serious problems, regular pumping to

clean cut the tank is essential-—usuaily every ] to
2
years, more often if usage is heavy,
Hf you believe your system requires attention, call
a professional to assess the situation. Have the ay5tem pumped. lf a new system is required, a permit
must be obtained from the county or municipality
where your hore is located.

Water Softener
Prior to installing a water softener, disc

with the
vendor whether the system you are cons! dering
will adversely affect your septic system.

Marrano/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines
Outing the orientation we confirm that the septic
system is working properly and that you are familiar with the location of the tank and disposal field,

While we install the system in accordance with
codes and plans based on your soil conditions, we
do not warrant that the septic systern will function
indefinitely. Weather, ground water, environmenlal conditions, topography, as well as your family’s
habits can all generate unpredictable effects,

Shower Doors or Tub Enclosures
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines

Shower doors and tub enclosures require rninimnal
care, Using a squeegee to remove water after a
bath or shower will keep mineral residue and soap
Rlrn to a minimum. A coating of wax can also help
prevent build up of miner sand soap.

Use cleaning products suggested by the manufac.
urer to avoid any damage to the trim and hardware.
Avoid hanging wet toweis on corners of doors;
the weight can pull the door out of alignment and
cause it to leak.

“Check and touch-up caulking on an as needed
basis.

Moarrano/Mare Equity
Limited Warrenty Guidelines

During your orientation we will confirm the good
condition of all shower doors anc tub enciosures.
Marrano/Mare Equity warrants that shower doors
and tub enclosures will function according te
manufacturer specifications.

f

Sidi Ng
Homeowner

Use

and

Maintenance Guidelines
Siding expands and contracts in response to
changes in humidity and ternperature. Slight
waves are visible in siding uncer moist weather
conditions, shrinkage and separations will be more
noticeable under dry conditions. These behaviors
cannot be entirely eliminated,

Wood and

Marrane/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines

Marrano/Mare Equity warrants ail siding to be free
of defects in material and workmanship. We will
confirm the good condition of the siding during
your orlentation. Subsequent damage to the
sid-

ing will by your respansibi hey to repair.

Marrano/Mare Equity will caulk and apply touch.
Up paint to cracks that exceed 3/16 inch, We
rovide this repair one time only during your 16
month follow up service. Paint or stain touch-up
will not match,

Wood Products

Wood or wood-praduct siding will require routine
nishing. The timing will vary with climatic cona ions. Maintain caulking to minimize moistu
re
entry into the siding, Note that some paint colors
will require more maintenance than others and
some sides of the hame may show signs of wear
sooner based on their exposure to the elements.

We will correct any separation at joints or where

siding meets another material if the Separation
allows water to enter the horne, Marrana/Mare
Equity will correct delaminating siding.

" Somme wood siding, such as ceclar, is subject
to

more cracking and will require more maintenance
attention.

Virvyd
Vinyl siding will occasionally require cleaning. Start
at the top to avoid streaking and use a cleaning
product recommended by your siding manufacturer, Follow directions carefully and be sure to
exercise care when using 4 high pressure spray to
wash siding.

Cement Based Products
Cement based siding wilf require repainting and
caulking just as wood products do,
See also Paint and Wood Trim,

bof

Smoke

Detectors/CO Detectors

Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines
Read the manufacturer’s Handbook for detailed
information on the care of your smoke detectors.
Upon moving inte your home make sure plastic
covers shower caps) have been rernoved fram all
smoke detectors.

Sattery

if a smoke detector makes a chirping sound that is
a sign that the battery needs to be replaced, Follow manufacturer instructions for Installing a new
battery, Most smoke detectors use a9 volt battery.

Cleaning
_For your safety, clean each smoke cetector month.
ly to prevent a false alarm or lack of response
in a fire. After cleaning, push the test button to
confirm the alarm is working,
Locations
Srnake detectors arg installed in accordance with
building codes, which dictate locations. Mar-

rano/Mare Equity cannot omit any smoke detector
and you should not remove or disable any smoke
detector.

Marrano/Mare

Equity

Limited Warranty Guidelines

Marrano/Mare Equity does not represent that the
smoke detectors will provide the protection for
which they are installed or intended. We will Lest
smoke detectors during the orientation to confirm
that they are working and to familiarize you with
the alarm. You are responsible for obtaining fire -

en

insurance.
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Stairs
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines
No known method of installation prevents all vibration or squeaks in a staircase. A shrinkage crack
will develop where the stairs meet the wall, When
this occurs, apply a thin bead of latex caulk and,
when dry, touch up with paint

Marrane/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines
Although Marranio/Marc Equity does not warrant
against stair vibration and squeaks, a reasonable
effort will be made to correct them

Sump Pump
Homeowner

Roof Water

Use and

Ensure that roof water drains quickly away from
the home to avoid circulating it through your
sump purmp. Keep downspout extensions OF
from
splash blocks in place to channel water away

Maintenance Guidelines

if conditions on your lot made it appropriate, the
foundation design includes a perimeter drain and
sump pump. The perimeter Crain runs around
the foundation to gather water and channel it to
the sump pit, or crock. When the water reaches
a certain jevel, the pump comes on and pumps
the water out of your home. Read and follow the
manufacturer's directions for use and care of your

your hore.

Routine Check

plugged
Periodically check to confirm the purnp is
purnp
in, the circull breaker is on and that the
sump
your
of
n
operates. To check the operatio
sump
ournip, pour five gallons of water Into the
on
pump crock (hole). The pump should come
e
edur
proc
this
w
and pump the water oul. Eolia

sump pump.

we
if you store anything of value in the basement
recommend some sort of alarm or back up surmp
purnp. They can be purchased thru the plurnber
” oF at any home center, Most back ups can be
purchased for less than your insurance deductible
if you sustain 2 loss.

Continuous

once a year.

Trees and Shrubs

oot
Avoid planting trees or shrubs with aggressive
The
on.
growth patterns near your horne’s foundati
r rain
roots can make their way into the perimete
m.
and eventually clog the syste

Operation

‘The pump may run often or even continuously
during a heavy storm or long periods of rain. This
is normal under such conditions.

Marrano/Mare Equity

Limited Warranty Guidelines

sump
Quring your orientation we will discuss the
pump is
purnp and confirm it is operational, The
the
classified as an appliance and i warrarited by
manufacturer.

Discharge

Kriow where the discharge for your surnp pump
system is and keep the end of the drain clear of
debris so that water can flow out easily.

Power Supply

The sump Gump funs on electricity. fF power goes
off, the purnp cannot operate. Storm water (not
sewage) could then enter your hasement. You
ray wish to install a back-up system to guard against this passibility. Horneowner insurance does
not usually cover damage to your property from
this source: you may want to obtain a rider to

cover this,

Io]
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Ventilation
Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines

Marrano/Mare Equity

Homes today are built rnore tightly than ever.
THis saves energy dollars but creates a potential

Marrano/Marc Equity warranty guidelines are
referred to under appropriate sections of this
handbook.

limited Warranty Guidelines

concern. Condemation, cooking odors, indoor
pollutants, radon, and carbon monoxide may ail

accumulate, We provide mechanical and passive
methods for ventilating homes. Your attention te
ventilation is important to health and safety. Bullding codes require attic and crawl space vents to
minimize accumulation of moisture.

Attic Vents
Attic ventilation occurs through vents in the sof
ft (the underside of the overhangs) or on gable
ends. Driving rain or snow sometimes enters the
attic through these vents. Do net cover them to
prevent this. Instead, cover the insulation in front

of the vent. When you do this, precipitation that
blaws in safely evaporates and ventilation can stil
occur

Dally Habits
Your daily habits can help keep your hore well
ventilated:
* De not cover or interfere in any way with the
fresh air supply to your furnace.
* Develop the habit of running the hoad fan when
you are cooking.
* Run the bath fans when bathrooms are in use.

* Air your house by opening windows for a time
when weather permits,

roper ventilation will prevent excessive moisture
frorn forming on the inside of the windows. This
helps reduce cleaning chores considerably,

168

Windows, Screens, and Sliding Glass Doors
Homeowner

SHis

Use and

Window sills in your horne are made of wood,
wood product, man-made marble, or marble.
The most common maintenance activity is dusting. Twice 2 year, check caulking and touch-up as
needed, Wax is not necessary but can be used to

Maintenance Guidelines
Contact 3 glass company for re-glazing of ar
windows that break. Glass is difficull te install

without special tools,

Acrylic Black
Clean during moderate temperatures with only a
mild soap and warm water usinga sponge or sol
cloth and dry with a towel, Avoid abrasive clean

make sills gleam. Protect wood and wood product

sil frorn moisture. if you arrange plants on a sill,
inchide a plastic tray under the pot.

ers, commercial glass cleaner, razors, brushes, or

Sliding Glass Doars

scrubbing devices of any kind. Minor scratches
can often be rninimized using by rubbing a mild
automotive polish,

glass. if broken, tempered glass breaks into small

Aluminum
Clean aluminum metal surfaces with warm, clear

water, Do not use rowee

cleaner, After each
cleaning, apply a silico a lubricant. Clean glas
as needed with vinegar rand water, a commercial
glass cleaner, or the product recommended

by the

Sliding glass doors are made with, tempered glass
which is more difficult to break than ordinary
circular pieces rather than large splinters which
can easily cause injury.

Keep sliding door tracks clean for smooth opsraGon and to prevent darnage to the door frame.
SWicone lubricants work well for these tracks. Acquaint yourself with the operationof sliding coor

window manufacturer.

hardware for maximum security.

Condensation

conditions, door glass may
Under certain Noni
the screen fully closed
keep
you
ff
see.
to
be hard
when the glass “oo is open, your farnily will be
accustomed to opening something before going
through. You may want to apply a decal to the

Condensation on interior surfaces of the window
and frame is the result of high humidity within th
home and low outside ternperatures. Your ‘amily’ 3
Hfestyle controls the humidity level within your
home, if your home includes a humidifier, clasely
observe the manufacturer's directions for its use.

Screen Storage and Maintenance
Many horneowners remove and store screens for
the winter to allow more light info the horne. To
make re-installation more convenient, label each
screen as you remove it. Use caution: screens perforate easily anc the frames bend if iney are not
handled with care. Prior to re-installing the screen,
clean them with a hose and gentle spray of water.

glass door to make it readily visible.

Sticking Windows
Most sliding windows (both vertical and horzontal) are designed for a 10-pound pull, If sticking
occurs or excessive pressure is required to open
or close a window, apply a silicone lubricant, This
is available at hardware stores. Avoid petroleumbased products.

&O

Windows, Screens, and sliding Glass Doors — continue
d
Tinting

infiltration

Applying tinting of foil ning to dual pane win-

Some

dows can result in broken windows due te heat

duilc-up, Some manufacturers void their warranty
on the windows if you apply tinting or foil lining.

excludes this occurrence,

Contact the manufacturer to check on their cur-

Scratches

rent policy before you apply such coatings.

Weep

Marrano/Mare Equity confirms that all window
glass {s in acceptable condition at the orientation,
Minor scratches on windows can result from delivery, handling, and other construction activities,
Marrano/Mare Equity will replace windows that
have scratches readily visible frorn a distance of 4

Hales

in heavy rains, water may collect in the bottom
channel of window frames. Weep holes are pro-

vided fo allow excess water to escape to the out-

side. Keep the bottom window channels and weep
holes free of dirt and debris for proper operation.

Marrane/Mare

alr and dust will infiltrate around windows,

especially before the installation of landscaping in
:the general area.
Marrana/Marc Equity warranty

jeet, Marrano/Marc Equity does not replace win.

cows that have scratches visible only under certain
lighting conditions.

Equity

Limited Warranty Guidelines
. We will confirm that all windows, screens, and

Tinting

sliding glass doors are in acceptable condition
during the orientation. Marrano/Marc Equity will
repair or replace broken windows or damaged

if you add tinting to dual-glazed windows, all
warranties are voided, Darnage can result from
condensation or excessive heat build-up between
the panes of glass. Refer to the manufacturer's
hlerature for additional information,

screens noted on the orientation list. Windows

should operate with reasonable ease and locks
should perform as designed. if they do not, Marrano/Marc Equity will provide adiustrnents,
tal y
r
I

See also Ventilation

Condensation
Condensation on interior surfaces of the window
and frame is the result of high hurnidity within
the
home and low outside temperatures. You influence the humidity level within your home: Mar.
rane/Mare Equity provides no corrective measu
re
for this condition,

gry
x nh

wd.

Condensation that accurnulates between
the
.
panes of glass in dual-glazed windows indic
ates a
broken seal. Marrano/Marc Equity will replace
the
window if this occurs during the warranty perio
d,

Wood

Trim
Marranc/Mare Equity
Limited Warranty Guidelines

Homeowner Use and
Maintenance Guidelines

During the orlentation we will confirrn that wood
trim is in acceptable condition. Minor imperfecHons in wood materials will be visible and will re-

Shrinkage of wood trim occurs during the first two
years or longer, depending on temperature and
humidity. All lumber is more vulnerable to shrinkage during the heating season. Maintaining a
moderate and stable temperature helps to minimize the effects of shrinkage. Wood will shrink less
lengthwise than across the grain, Wood shrinkage
can result in separation at joints of trim pieces.
You can usually correct this with caulking and
touch-up painting.

quire no action. Marrano/Marc Equity will correct

readily noticeable construction damage such as
chips and gouges listed during the orientation.

Exterior
Marrano/Mare Equity will caulk and apply Louchup paint to cracks in exterior tim components
that exceed 2/16 inch, We provide this repair one
time only during your 10 month follow up service,
Saint or stain touch-up will not match. We wil
correct any separation at joints that allows water

Shrinkage may alo cause a piece of trim toPee
away from the wall. If this occurs, drive in anot!
_nail close to, but not exactly in, the existing nail

to enter tne home.

hole. Fil the old nail hole with putty and touch up

with paint as needed. if the base shoe (small trim
between base melding and the floor) appears te
be fifting from the floor, this is probably due te
slight shrinkage of the floor joists below. Again,

Ralsed

Grain

Because of the effects of weather on natural wood,

you should expect raised grain ta develop. This
is normal and not a defect in the wood or paint
Warranty coverage excludes this condition

you can correct this condition by removing the

old nails and re-nailing. You may prefer to wait
until after the first heating season to make any
needed repairs at one tne when redecorating.

wen
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See also Expansion and Contraction
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Limited Warranty
Given.

This Lirnited Warranty 's extended to the Purchaser,
whose name appears on page 82, while the
purchaser owns the Home. ft does not extend to
subsequent owners of the Home or other persons.

2, By Whom

Made.

This Limited Warranty Is made exclusively by the
Builder whose name and address appear on page
1 (see facsimile on page 22).

3. Final inspection of the Home.
Before the Purchaser moves into the Home or accepts the deed, the Bullder will set up an appoint.
ment for final inspection of the Home with the
Purchaser. The purpose of this final inspection is to
discover any defects or flaws of a visibie or obvious nature « such as mars, chips, dents, cracks,

or scratches ~ that may have occurred during the
final stages of finishing the horne, or any unfinished work caused by back-orders beyond the
Builder’s control, The Builder may also point out
other defects known to have occurred during the
construction process and thal remain uncorr rected
a the tirne of the inspection.

All defects or flaws found on final inspection of the
Home will be Hernized on a Final inspection Sheet,
which will include a schedule for each Hem that
will be corrected. The final Inspection Sheet will
be signed by the Purchaser and Bullder belore O¢cupancy of the Home or transfer of the deed.
When the Purchaser moves inte the Horne or
accepts the deed, the Builder's responsibility &
Hinnlted tex
cecompletion of tems shown on the Final Inspecon Sheet, at provided in the Final inspection

4. Limited Warranty.
This Limited Warranty excludes all other warranties
en the construction and sale of the Home and its
components, both express ancl implied. There are
no warranties which extend beyond the face hereot.

. Warranty Coverages and Periods.

he Warranty Period for all coverages begins
ny he Warranty Date shown on page $2. (The
waranty Date is the date that the purchaser, ar
member of the purchaser's farnily, takes title to the
Hore of any person begins residential occupancy
of the Home, whichever date is earlier.)It ends at

the expiration of the coverages shown belo

FIRST YEAR BASIC COVERAGE: |
For one year from the Warranty Date, the Heme
will be free from latent defects that constitute:
(a) Defective workmanship performed by the
Builder, an agent of the Bullder or tubcontractor of the Builder;

(b) Defective materials provided by the Builder,
an agent of the Builder or subcontractor of the
Builder; or

(c) Defective design, provided by an architect,
landscape architect, engineer, surveyor, oF
other design professional engaged solely by
the Bulider.

and

tp

Sheet

(b) performance of warranty obligations under the
provisions of the Limited Warranty, as listed
below. The purpose of the Limited Warranty
is to identify the Bullder’s responsibilities for
construction defects of a latent or hidden kind
that would not have been found or disclosed
on final inspection of the Horne.

on _

}. To Whom

3
=
em

Liry ted Warranty — continued
Workmanship, materials, and design will be cansid-

ered to be defective if they fail to meet or exceed
the relevant standards ancl specifications of the
New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Build
ing Code or if they fail to meet the Accepted Standards which are atlached to this Limited Warranty.
TWO-YEAR

MAIOR

SYSTEM

The Heating, Cooling and Ventilation System

means: All duc t work, stearn, water and refrigerant lines, registers, corvectors, radiation ele.
ments and dampers.

All systems ars exclusive of appliances, fixtures and
items of equipment.

COVERAGE:

For two years from the Warranty Date, the Plurnb.
ing, Electrical, Heating, Cooling and Ventilation
aysierns of the Home, which have been Installed
by the Builder, are warranted to be free frorn
latent defects that constitute defective installation
by- the Bullder,

FIVE-YEAR WATER

INCURSION

COVERAGE:

For five years from the Warranty Date, the roofing
and siding systems, which have been installed by the
builder, are warranted to be free frarn latent defects
that constitutes defective installation by the builder

and has resulted in water entry to the home.

lion and Bullding Code and the Accepted Standards which are attached to this Limited Warr arity.

installation will be considered to be defective i the
Butder’s workmanship upon the installation fails to
meet Of exceed the relevant standards and specifi.
cations of the New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code and the Accepted Standards which are attached to this Limited Warranty,

The Bullder does not warrant that the components of these systerns are free from manufacturing defects, or are merchantable or fit for a
particular purpose. Only the workmanship on
installation is warranted,

The Builder does not warrant that the cornponents of these systerns are free from manufac
turing defects, or are merchantable or fit fora
particular purpose. Only the workmanship on
installation is warranted,

The Plumbing System means: Gas supply lines and
fittings; water supply, waste and vent pipes and
thelr fittings; septic tanks and their drain flelds;
waler, gas and sewer service piping, and their ex.
tensions to the tie-in of a public utility connection,
OF On-site well and sewage disposal system.

The roofing and siding system means all shingles,
felt papers, aluminum trim, flashing and vinyl siding.

installation will be considered to be defective if the
Builder's workmanship upon the installation fails to
- meet or exceed the relevant standards and specifications of the New York State Uniform Fire Preven.

The Electrical System means: All wiring, electrical’
boxes, switches, outlets and connections up to the

public utility connection

SIA-YEAR

MATERIAL

DEFECT

COVERAGE:

For six years from the Warranty Date, the Home
will be free from latent defects that are Matevial
Defects, as defined below, and that constitute:

(a) Defective workmanship performed by the
Builder, an agent of the Builder or subcontractor of the Builder:

(5) Defective materials provided by the Builder,
an agent of the Builder or subcontractor of the

Sulider, or

BS

Limited Warranty~ continued
(a) Lass or damage caused by workmanship
periormed by any person other than () the

Jorkmanship, materials, and design will be considred to be defective if they fail to meet or exceed
the relevant standards and specifications of the
New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code or if they fail to meet the Accepted Mandards which are attached to this limited Warranty.

(b) Loss or damage caused by ceflective materials supplied by any person other than (1) the

orm,

c) Defective design, provided by an architect,
landscape architect, engineer, surveyor, oF
other design professional engaged solely by
the Bulider,

A Material Defect is a defect resulting in actual
physical darnage te the following load-bearing
portions of the horne caused by failure of such
load-bearing portions which affects thelr loadbearing functions to the extent that the Home
becornes unsafe, unsanitary or otherwise unliv-

able; Foundation systems and footings, beams,

Builder, GD an agent of the Builder, or Gia

subcontractor of the Sullder,

Builder, GD an agent of the Bulider, (1H) a subcontractor of the Builder.

(c) Loss or damage caused by defective design
provided by any person other than a design
professional retained exclusively by the Builder.
(d) Patent defects including defects shown on the
Final Inspection Sheet and defects which an
exarnination of the Home prior to acceptance
of the deed or occupancy of the Horne ought
to have revealed.

girders, lintels, colurrms, walls and partitions, floor

Defects in outbuildings including, but not

systems, and roof frarning systems.

limited to, detached garages and Getached
carports (except outbulldings which contain
the plurnbing, electrical, heating, cooling or

Damage to the following non-load bearing portions of the Home do net constitutea Material
Defect for the Material Defect coverage: Roofing
and sheeting; drywall and plaster; exterior sid-

ing; brick, stone and stucce veneer; floor covering
material; wall tle and other wall coverings; nonload bearing walls and partitions; concrete floors
in attached garages and basements that are built
separately fromm foundation wails or other structural elements of the Home; electrical, plumbing,
heating, cooling and ventilation systems; appllances, fixtures and items of equipment paint doors
and windows: triny cabinets: harcware: insulation.

6. Exclusions fram All Caverages.
The following are excluded from the Basic
Coverage, Major System Coverage, the Material
Defect Coverage:

ventilation systems serving the Horne): site

located swimming poolsand other recreational
facilities: driveways; walkways; patios; boundary walls; retaining walls; bulkheads, fences;

landscaping (including sodding, seeding,
shrubs, trees and plantings), off-site improvements of any other improvernents not part of

the Horne itself.

(f) ANes the Fiest Year Basic Coverage, concrete
floors of basements and concrete floor of at-

tached garages that are built sepparately from
foundation walls or other structural elaments of
the Home.

86

mited Warranty - continued
(g) Darnage to real property which is not part of
the Horne covered by this Limited Warranty
and which is not included in the purchase
price of the Horne.

(h} Any damage to the ex
made worse by:

( that itis caused or

,

() Negligence, improper maintenance, or im-

Proper operation by anyone other than the
Builder, ils ernployees, agents or subcon-

tractors; or

QD Failure by the Purchaser or anyone other
than the Builder, its ernployees, agents or
subcontractors; to comply with the war-

cranty requirements of manufacturers or
suppliers of appliances, fixtures or iterns of
equipment or

(IN) Failure of the Purchaser to give notice
ta the Bulder of any defects or damage
within a reasonable time: or
CV) Changes in the grading of the ground by

anyone other than the Builder, its empioyGes, agents or subcontractors: or

(v) Changes, alterations or additions made to

the Home by anyone alter the Warranty

Date shown on page 1; or

(V1) Dampness or condensation due to failure
of the Purchaser or occupant to maintain
adequate ventilation.

(AnAny condition which does not result in actual |
physical damage to the Hame,

() Loss or damage caused by or resulting fram
accidents, riotand civil commotion, fire,
explosion, smoke, water escane, failing objects, alreralt, vehicles, Acts of God, lightning,

windstorm, hail, Hood, mudslide, earthouake,
voleanic eruption, wind-driven water and nat
reasonably foreseeable changes in the under.

ground water table,

(k) Loss or damage caused by s€epage of water
uoless such loss or darnage is the direct result

of a construction defect.

() Any damage caused by soll movernent for
which compensation is provided by legislation
or which is covered by other insurance,

(m)Any damage which the Home Owner has not
taken ttimely action to minimize,
(n) Normal wear and tear and normal
deterioration,

(o} Insect damage.

(p) Bodily injury or darnage to persona! property,
(q) Failure of the Builder to camplete construction
of the Home.
(7) Loss or damage which arises while the Home
is

being used primarily for nonresidential purposes,

{s) Loss or damage due to abnormal loading on
floors by the Horne Owner which exceeds de.
sign loads as mandated by the Sullding Code.
{t) Costs of shelter, transportation, food, rnoving,

Storage or other incidental expenses related to
relocation during repair.

(uj Consequential damages and incidental dar.
ages (except where required by state lav),
(v) Any clair not filed in a manner ser forth

below In paragraph 8, “Step-by-Step Clairns

Procedures,”

2

nd

Limited Warranty ~ continu
1S NECESSARY TO
NOTICE OF WARRANTY CLAIM
CE
RIGHTS TO WARRANTY PERFORMAN
PROTECT
.
ANTY
UNDER THIS LIMITED WARR

7, Warranty.

Limited
if a defect occurs in an item covered by this
the
pay
or
ce
Warranty, the Builder will repair, repla
replac
of
Purchaser the reasonable cost of repairing

corre
any other person te inspect, test or
under Uns
od
peri
defects will extend any time
fo
onse
Limited Warranty. The Builder's resp
& timely
any complaint or request, other than
anty
Warr
of
ce
Noti
and properly cornpleted
rwise
othe
Claim, will not impair, prejudice or
g, but
effect the right of the Builder, includin
ve a
recei
to
right
er's
not limited to, the Build
Warof
ce
timely and properly completed Noti
ranty Claim.

time
the defective Hern(s) within a reasonable

oses the
atter the Sulider’s inspection or testing discl
nt oF
problem. The choice among repair, replacerne
payment is solely that of the Builder.

for dain no event will the Builder's total lability
d the
fictencies under this Lirntted Warranty excee
82.
page
on
n
show
ity,
Builder’s Limit of Total Liabil
cost
Repair, replacement or payment of reasonable
ed to (1) the
for any Material Defect is further limit

ons of
repair of damage to the ioad-bearing porti
restore
to
the Home themselves which is necessary

, of
in response to a Notice of Warranty Claim
Pur
the
any other complaint or request of
agents will
chaser, the Bulider and the Builder's
portion
nave the right to inspect and test the
aint or
compl
of the Home to which the claim,
occupants
request relates. The Purchaser and
access
nable
reaso
of the Horne must provide

the repair of
their load-bearing function; and (2)

Material
those Itams of the Home damaged by the
sary
unsan
e,
Defect which made the Horne unsaf
or otherwise unilivable.

cing the
When the Bullder finishes repairing or repla
so, a hull
defect or pays the reasonable cost of doing
to the
release of af legal obligations with respect

to the Builder and

r.
defect rust be signed and delivered to the Bullde

ection and test(2) The Bullder will complete insp
circum
ing within 4 reasonable time under the

Claims Procedures.

must be
fa) Written notice of any warranty clairn
anty
Warr
of
ce
made on the attached “Noti
Claim Form (ee facsimile on page 89) and
must be received by the Guilder, identified
on page 2, no later than ine first business
day after the warranty coverage on that iter

expires. If this Notice of Warranty Claim Form

J

is not properly completed and received by
the Builder by that deadline, the Builder will
of
have no duty to respond fo any complaint
ted.
demand, and any or all claims may be rejec

days alter
stances, not to exceed thirty (30)
leted
receipt of a timely and properly comp
compleNotice of Warranty Claim Form. Upon
er
Build
the
ng,
tion of inspection and testi
t
rejec
will determing whether lo accept of
claim, ihe
the claim, if the Builder rejects the
decision
the
Bulider will give written notice of
n on Ine
5 the claimant at the address show

oe

8. Step-by-Step

the Suilder’s agents during

ction
normal business hours to complete inspe
ent.
acem
testing and repair or repl

¥ s of Claim Form. If the Builder accepts
istic
corrective acthe claim, the Builder will take
r the cir
tion within @ rengonable time unde

see

ing

Purchaser or
{2} Ne sleps taken: by the Builder,
ct

Limited Warranty — continued
cumstances and, upon completion, will
give
written notice of completion to the
Claimant at
the acidress shown on the Notice of
Claim Form.
The Builder will use good faith effort
s to process
and handle claims ina timely manner,
but all
ume periods for repair or replacem
ent of defects

hecessary are subject to weather condi
tions, Acts
of God, availability of materials, and other
events
beyond the Builder's control,

2. Legal Actions,
(ay No claim or cause of action
under this Limited

Warranty may be commenced or asse
rted in
any Suit, action, or other legal proceedi
ng
against the Builder in any Court or forur
n un'ass notice of the claim or cause of actio
n has
been received by the Builder in time
ly and
properly completed Notice of Warranty
Claim
Form as provided in paragraph 8 abov
e.

(b) No suit, action and proceeding
against the

Bullder under this Limited Warranty
may be
commenced in any Court or forum after
the
later of: (0) the date of expiration of the
appl.
cable warranty coverage under paragrap
h $ of
this Limited Warranty, or G2 sixty cale
ndar days
after the Warrantor has given written
notice of
rejection of claim or completion of corre
ctive

action as provided in clause B(d)
above,

10. General Provisions,

(a) This Lirnited Warranty may not be
changed or
arnended in any way, except in writi
ng signed
by both parties.
(b) This Limited Warranty Is to be bind
ing upon

the Bullder and the purchaser, their
reles, exece
ulives, administrators, successors
arid assigns.

ic} Should any provision of the Limi
ted War.
fanty bs deemed unenforceable
bY @ Court of

competent jurisdiction, the dete
rmination will

not affect the enforceability of the rema
ining

provisions.

(d)} Use of one gender in this Limit
ed Warranty

include all other genders, and the use
of plural
includes the singular, as may be appro
pyiate,

(e) This Limited Warranty is to be gove
rned in an.
cordance with the laws of New York
State,

RANTY AT TIME OF CLOSING BE INCLUDED WITH LIMITED WAR
~~ FACSIMILE OF FORM THAT WILL

NOTICE OF WARRANTY

CLAIM

FORM

in your
Marc Equity Corporation to correct & defect
Pear Home Owner, To ask the Marrana]
this form
r’s Limited Warranty. you must complete
Home that you think is covered by the Bullde
t
Equity Corporation, This ig necessary to protec
and deliver the original to the Marrano/ Mare
that we
ihe Limited Warranty. Even if you believe
your rights lo warranty performance under
and deliver i to us.
are aware of the problem, fil out this form
Your Name:

Mailing Address:
‘
i

4
i

Phone:

Warranty

Date:

. Be sure to include
are covered bythe Limited Warranty
think
you
h
whic
cts}
defe
the
ribe
Desc
ed it. Use additional sheets, as necessary,

you first notic
when cach defect first occurred or when
to fully describe the probier

idate)

fsignature)

.

ow

(signature)

idaic}

APPLIANCE SERVICE

This sheet is for your convenience. For warranty
service on an appliance, contact the appropri-

to supply the model and serial nurnber (usually
located on a small metal plate or seal attached to
the appliance in an inconspicuous location}, and
the date of purchase (your closing date).

ate manufacturer directly at the service number
provided in the appliance literature. You will need
Closing Date

Appliance

Manufacturer

--

Model #

Range

Range Hood

Cooktop

Oven

Microwave

Dishwasher

Disposal

Cornpacter

Washer

Dryer

Refrigerator

3

-

Freezer

Serial #

Service Phone #

Maintenance Schedule
A phote album containing pictures of each room
is an excellent supplemental item. in addition to
normal daily and weekly care, develop a schedule
of preventative routines based on the information
in this Handbook and the manufacturer literature
you receive. A change of season creates special
maintenance needs so plan for winterizing and
surmmmerizing your hore.

Begin care of your horne with organized records,
including information about all of its components and your furnishings. This information wil
make caring for you home easier, the records
may be useful in completing tax returns, and will
be valuable when you sell your home. Another
worthwhile step is to inventory al equipment’
appliances, furnishings, and personal belongings.
fonuary

~ june

Task/Notes

j

Mi

A

M

F

j

Frequency

july - December

i

Frequency

erm

Task/Notes

A

>

O

N
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UNIT DEED
HICKORY

GROVE

VILLAGE

CONDOMINIUM

THIS INDENTURE is made the
day of,
,200__; between
THE MARRANO/MARC EQUITY CORPORATION, a Florida corporation having an office
at
2730
Transit
Road,
West
Seneca
New
York
14224
(Grantor)
and
residing at
Ot
(“Grarte

Ey

WITNESSETH, that the Grantor, in consideration of One and More Dollars ($1.00
and more}, lawful money of the United States, paid by Grantee, does hereby grant and
elease unto the Grantee, the heirs or successors and assigns of the Grantee forever:

ALL

that certain

improvements
condominium

plot, piece

or parcel of real property,

therein
contained,
situate
located at 211 French Road,

and
Town

with

the

being
a part
of a
of Cheektowaga and

County of Erie, State of New York, designated and known as the following
unit “Unit") and an undivided interest in the common elements of the
condominium hereafter described as the same is defined in the Declaration
of Condominium (“Declaration”) hereinafter referred to as:
Residential Unit No. __, together with a 1.316%
undivided interest im the common elements.

The real property described above and conveyed hereby is described as follows:
ALL THAT TRACT OR PARCEL OF LAND, being situate in the Town
of Cheektowaga, County of Erie and State of New York, being part of Lot
112, Township 10, Range 7 of the Buffalo Creek Reservation, and more
particularly described as Subdivision Lot Number __ as shown on a Map

filed in Erie County Clerk’s Office under Cover Number
real

property

described

above

is shown
fet

The

on

the

plans

of a

and filed in the Erie
condominium certified by
2006, as Map No.
ee
x
the
on
Office
Clerk’s
County
HICKORY
entitled
as defined in the Declaration of Condominium
_.

GROVE VILLAGE CONDOMINIUM made by Grantor under Article 9-5 of the

Real Property Law of the State of New York dated oo
and
of
day
Office on the _.
Clerk’s
in the Erie County
recorded
the
covering
Page
at
Deeds
of
_
Liber
2G, in
ee

property therein described. The land area of the property is described in
Schedule “A”, attached hereto and made a part hereof.
TOGETHER with the appurtenances and all the estate and mghts of the Grantor

ye

3

in and to the Unut:

TOGETHER

with

and

subject

to

the

provisions,

benefits,

rights,

privileges,

covenants, conditions, restrictions, casements, charge sand liens of
the Declaration and
the By-Laws of the Condominium recorded simultancously wi th and as a part of the
Declaration as the same may be amended

from time to time “yeinstruments recorded in

the Office of the Clerk of Erie County, which provisions and amendments thereto Gf any}
shall constitute covenants running with the land and shall ind any person having at
any thme any interest or estate in the Unit, as though such provisions were recited and
stipulated at length herein;

TOGETHER with the benelits and subject to the burdens of other easements,
agreements, rights of way and restrictive covenants of record, if any;
TO HAVE AND

TO HOLD

the same unto Grantee,the heirs or successors and

assigns of the Grantee forever.
AND

the

Grantor

covenanis

that

Grantor

has

not

done

or suileredd anything

whereby the said premises have re been er encumbered in any way whatsoever,
aforesaid.

except as

AND the Grantor, in compliance with Section 13 of the Lien Law, covenants that
the Grantor will receive the consideration for this conveyance and will hold the right to
receive such consideration as a trust fund to be applied first for the purpose of paying
the cost of the improvement t and will apply same first to the payment of the cost of the
improvement before using any part of the total of the same for any other purpose.

AND the Grantee, by acceptance of this deed, accepts and ratifies the provisions
ot the Declaration and By-Laws of the Condominium

recorded sirnultaneously with and

s a part of the Declaration, and the Rules and Regulations of the Condominium

and

nerees s to comply with all the terms and provisions thereof as the same may be amended
from time te time by instruments recorded in the Erie County Clerk’s Office.
The use for which the Unit is intended is that of a residence only, subject to
; the Declaration.
applicable government regulations and the restrictions¢ contained in

The terms “Grantor” and “Grantee” shall be construed
“Grantees” whenever the sense of this indenture so requires.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF,

as

“Grantors”

and

the Grantor has duly executed this deed the day and

year first above written.

THE MARRANO/MARC EQUITY CORPORATION
a Florida corporation

STATE OF NEW YORK
COUN ty OF ERIE
Onthe

os day of

}
} ss.:
_ inthe year 260___, before me, the undersigned,

a notary public in and for said: state, personally appeared
persoonally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the
and
is (are) subscribed to the within Instrument
name(s}
individual(s} whose

acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same tn his/her/their capacityties),
and that by his/her/their signatur e(s} on the instrument, the individuals 3) or the person
alf of which # he individualis) acted, executed the instrument.

=
~f

NotaryPublic

SCHEDULE A DESCRIPTION

ALL THAT TRACT OR PARCEL

OF LAND, containing 6.5372 acres more of

less, situate in Buffalo Creek Reservation, Township 10, Range 7, Town Lot112, Town of
Cheektowaga, County of Erie and State of New York, as shown on the drawings entitled
“Hickory Grove Village, Phase1, Final Subdivision Plat” and “Hickory Grove Village, Phase 2,

Final Subdivision Plat”, prepared by BME Associates, having drawing numbers 2148-02 and
2148-03 respectively, last revised August 20, 2005, being more particularly bounded and
described as follows:

aid Por nt being the intersection of the southerly nght-of-way
BEGINNING
line of French Road ‘Co ounty Ri oad 1321) Right.of Way width varies} with the westerly boundary

—

hops thence
line of lands now or formerly of Dal oN. ‘Sert. And Jacki Michels (T.A. No. 125.09-18-02);

Ieee

§00°05'59"E, along said westerly boundary line of Michels and along the westerly

boundary line of lands now or formerly od John Nash (T.A. No. 125.09-18-03),
Martin S. & Anne M. Barrett (T.A. No. 125.09-18-04), James W. & Deonne
Sieroslawski (T.A. No. 125.09-18-05), RobertJ. Wojcik (TA. No. 125.09-18-06)

D. Nosky (T.A. No. 125.09-18-07), Edward A. & Rita P. Slawiak (I. A
Kimberly

No. 125.09-18-09), Paul M. & Colleen M. Schuster (T.A. No. 125,09-18-09),
George M. Gerardi (T.A. No. 125.09-18-10), Douglas Rg. Lentsch (LA, No. *
125.09-18-11), John L. & Kirsten P. Roas (T. A. No. 125.09-18-12), Michael F.
Gworek (T.A. No. 125.09-18-13), Michael J. & Valerie Buechi (T.A, No. 125.0918-14), Alonysius A. Henel, Jr. (T.A. No. 125.09-18-15), Pasquale T. Marrone
(TA. No. 125.09-18-16), Gale F. oemapa ( (T.A. No. 125.09-18-17), James P. &
125.09-18-18), Thomas & Judith Baxter (T.A.
Wendy M. Montante (T.A. No.
No. 125.09-18-19), Robert I Po ae (TA, No. 125.09-18-20), John P. &

“hristy Coonors (TA. 125.09-1
a 22),

Steven

M.

Turner

), Pr ederick G. Longboat (T.A. No, 125.09-

CAL Ne

§ 09-18-24}, Robert M. Novak I

125.09-18-23),

Dennis

& Niccle L. Ausman

(TA.

Patro

(T.A. No.

125.09- 18-25),

Mallya J. Mohr (T.A. No, 125.09-18-26), David L. & Donna M. Ceuprynski
(T.A. No, 125.09-18-27), a distance of 1,518.23 feet to a rebar at the northeasterly

boundary corner of lands now formerly of The Marrano/Marc Equity Corporation
(TA. No. 125.13-06-38); thence

2.

"3

S89°43'33"W,

along

the

northerly

boundary

line

of

said

lands

of

The

Marranc/Mare Equity Corporation and along the northerly boundary line of lends
now or formerly of The Marrano/Marc Equity Corporation (T.A. Nas. 125.13-0639, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45 and 46), a distance of +44. 59 feet to a rebar at the
southeasterly boundary corner of lands now or formerly of The Garden Village

NOO'OO'OO"E,

along the casterly boundary line of said lands of The Garden

f 1512.89 feet to a rebar at the northeasterly
Village Apartments, 4
boundary comer thereof, said point also being on the aforemennuioned southerly
sight of way line of French Road; thence
»

had

Apartments (T.A. No. 124.02-02-09); thence

N89°01'S5"E, along said southerly right-of-way line, a dis
the Point of Beginning.

ot

4,

1&6
- Schedule A -

Description of Common Areas
and
Facilities to be Maintained by:
HICKORY GROVE VILLAGE
CONDOMINIUM BOARD OF MANAGERS
Town of Cheektowaga

Erie County, New York

Marrano / Mare Equity Corporation
2730 Transit Road
West Seneca, NY

14224

Prepared by:

ENGINEERS, SURVEYORS, PLANNERS
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

10 LIFT BRIDGE LANE
AIRPORT. NEW VORK 14450
January 2006
Revised March 31, 2006
Project No. 2148M

ie")

Section 20.7 Description of Property and Specifications
Location and Use of the property:
The site is located on the south side of French Road, just east of Garden Village Drive.
The property is a vacant parcel and is part of Lot 112," Township 10, Range 7 of the

uffalo Creek Reservation,Town of Cheektowaga,Ene County, New York. The
parcel $ southern property line is the municipal boundaryline between the towns of West
Seneca and Cheektowaga.

mnvi
oo
we

The parcel is currently zoned RA (Apartment District).
Status af Construction:
Clearing, grubbing and earthwork operations are currently in progress.

Certificates of

Occupancy will be issued by the Town of Cheektowaga Building Commi ssioner upon

verification and acceptance that all utility and building construction is in compliance with

state and local codes.
Sife:

Size:

2

a)
Q@
@)

The site area is 15.4 + acres.
Numberof buildings and use:

Seventy-six (76) patio hornes are proposed.

@

Streets owned or maintained by the project:

(3)

Two (2) new private streets at 20 fi. wide and + 3,225 ft. in total length
will be privately owned and maintained by the Hickory Grove Village
Condominium Board of Managers. The total pavement area is 64,500 sq.
ft. and made up as follows:

GQ)

1” Top Course, Type 7F

2” Binder Course, Type 3

aan

2” Crusher Run Stone Sub-base
om
bay

( :)

Three (3) new common private driveways at 20 fi. wide and + 338 ft. in

total length will be privately owned and maintained by the Hickory Grove

Village Condominium Board of Managers. These include access to lots
15-17, 32-34, and 74-76. ‘The total pavement area is 6,760 sq. ft. and
made up as follows:

1 Top Course, Type TE
2” Binder Course, Type3
12” Crusher Rum Stone Sub-base

Gu)

Five (5) new private parking spaces in the vicinity of the proposed
stormwater management area will be privately owned and maintained by
the Hickory Grove Village Condominium Board of Managers. The total
pavernent area is 855 sq. ft. and made up as follows:
Y Top Course, Type 7F
* Binder CCourse, Type 3

9 ” Crusher Run Stone Sub-base

( iv)

Concrete curbing is proposed at the protect entrance island and includes
approximately 136 linear feet.
Catch basins, drainage: There will be sixteen (16) - 24°24” feanyare
field inlets, fourteen (14) standard 24°x24” field inlets along the private
roads, three G)- 4 diameter inlet manholes, eleven (11) -3 diameter
inlet manholes, two (2) ~ 4’ diameter storm manholes and one (1) - 3”
diameter storm manhole. The field inlets and drainage will be located
along the private roads and in the bacicyards of the private homes. In

addition, the following storm drainage piping will be owned and
raintained by the Hickory Grove Village Condominium Board of
Managers.
12°CPP. Corrugated Polyethylene Pipe)...

severed L3G LP.

Le OP Be bbe eben ede e beat aeveeeeeverereeturensensebeneaenee
386 LF.
18" CPP.
AS LE.
Be CPP
ccc ence ene ence eee cneeetet bes bee stat pen be ee ene ee 1,338 LAF.
12” Perforated CLP LPL ooo.

eae be venseeeceseuneneeermeceneusae 338 LP.

There will be sireetlights within the development witha monthly charge
for electricity usage assessed to the HickoryGrove Village Condominium

Board of Managers. The number and location of streetlights is being
designed/determined by NYSEG.

(4)

This development will include+ 4,970 & of @ wide concrete sidewalk
along the private roads and driveways. There will also be + 450 ft. of 3°
wide concrete sidewalk along French Road. The sidewalks will be
privately owned and maintained by the Hickory Grove Village
Condominium Board of Managers

od

vad)

ae

Derves, sidewalks and ramps:

The sanitary sewer system, owned and maintained by the Hickory Group Village
Condominium Board of Managers, shall be eighteen (18)-4 diameter sanitary
manholes, four (4)-- 5° diameter sanitary manholes and one (1) - 5° diameter drop
manhole are proposed along 3,474 feet of BY PWC SDR-35 sewer main. Six (6)
inch P.V.C. SDR.-21 individual service laterals will connect each unit to the sewer
raain and will be owned and maintained by each homeowner
Sewage Pumps:

none

Sewage Disposal:

Tk The proposed
Ly
the Hickory Grove

sanitary sewer system will be owned and

eed

ate,

maintained by
Village Condominium Board of Managers.
Wastewater flaws gencrated |by this project will be connected to an existing 24°”
P.V.C. SDR-35 sanitary sewer located on the north side of French Road.
The water system, owned and maintained by the Hickory Grove Village
Condominium Board of Managers consists of 3,168 feet of 8” PVC. watermain
and 363 feet of 4° P.V.C. watermain, whichincludes a reduced pressure zone
(REZ) with dual 6-inch Watts 909 OS&Y backflow preventors and a 6” Neptune
Protectus Il meter installed by the Erie County Water Authority in a modified
HBOE-DS ‘Hot Box’ with (2)-1,500W and ()-2,000W heaters or approved
equal. The watermains included in the site have adequate capacity for domestic

use and will provide fire protection for all homes. The water source is from an
existing 8” waterrnain located on the north side of French Road. Six (6) new fire
hydrants will be installed in the development. In addition fire protection will be

provided by the Cheektowaga Fire Department.
Water Storage Tank and Enclosure:

Not Applicable

Water Pressure: Adequate re ssure and flow is available in the existing water
system to provide for domestic service and fire protection.
Aone (1) inch type K copper or PE #3408 house service

will connect each unit to

the watermainanc will be owned and maintained by eaeach homeowner.

Tet

on,

Both the sewer and water supply conform to the Town of Cheektowaga
requirements,
Storm Drainage System: All storm water rninoff will be collected by storm sewers
which flow into the stormwater management area located within Hickory Grove
Village. The storm sewer system shall be owned and marntained by the Hickory
Group Village Condominium Board of Managers The onsite stormwater

management area will provide detention for the runoff collected.

Sump Pump:

The new homes will be equipped withsump pumps which

discharge to the storm system in the street. Waste lines« and vent piping is PV.C.
(4)

NaturalGas * sevice
A public natural gas line exists on French Road and
service is
lable for all homes from National Fuel Gas Distribution

Corporation.
(8)

Electric Service:

Public electric service is available for all homes from NYSEG.

(6)

Cable Television: Cable television service is available for all homes fror
Adelphia Cable

(7)

Telephone:

Telephone service to the individual homes is available Irom Verizon,

Water, gas, electric, telephone and cable are metered individually.
Sub-Seil Conditions:

a)

The USDA Erie County Soils Survey, assel as on-site testpit explorations
indicate that the majority of the site consists of Angola and
:
Churchvill e silt loarns.

These gently sloped soils are located above sh ale-controll Jed landforms.

Soil test

pits performed by Earth Dimensions Inc., on November 10, 2004, indicate an
existing shale bedrock layer, varying froon’ 25 5 weeet to 5.6 feet in depth. They alse
of silty, clayey sand 1° to 4” deep.
evealed 12” of topsoil underlined with a lay
Shale rock was encountered below the clayey sprayvel layer. Based on discussions
with the developer of the adjacent project, a a bedrock cap exists at around 7.0 +/-

BI

tin depth.

ea

According io Federal Emergency Management Agency ce(TEMA) mappit 1g,
Community -Panel Number 360231 OOLOF, dated 3/16/1984, the project is not
located in a 100-year flood plain.

Landscaping and Enctosures:

The Hickory Grove Village Condominium Board of Managers will provide snowplowing
of individual driveways and snow removal of the sidewalk up to the front door of each
patio home.
eo)

Grass cover: Grass cover will be planted in the individual lot area and right of
way. The H.O.A. will mow all lawns for each home and will maintain shrubs and
shrub beds.

(2)

Plantings: Refer to Landscape Package.

(35

Fencing:

none

Gates:

none

Garden walis: none
Retaining Walls:

none

Display pools and foundations:

none

Permits Required:
Approval Required

ApprovalDate

Site Plan (Cheektowaga Planning Board). .....0....ccccsesneceeeeeerenes March7, 2005
SEQR Negative Declaration (Cheektowaga TownBoard)............ March7, 2005
Rezoning (Cheektowaga Town Board) ........ccccccceceece eee re eect tees March 7, 2005
2 2003
Primary Drive Width Variance (Zoning Board of Appeals)...... we wAgpril 21,
Backflow Prevention (Erie County Water Authority).......0..... August 15, 2005

Private Sanitary Sewers by Erie County Health Department...Novernber 15, 2005
Private Water Supply by Erie County Health Department...... November 15, 2005
nee Pending
Reaity Subdivision by Erie County Health Department.........0000-.
FinalPlat (Cheektowaga Planning Board) by the Town of Cheektowaga...Pending
Private Improvement Permits by Town of Cheektowaga.......... va veeeewenen Pending
Town of Cheektowaga Building Permits......0..0.0...:ccceeeceeceeeeen ee
Map Cover filed in Erie County Clerk’s O0ice..... eee
The sponsor will obtain Certificates of Occupancy from the Town of

Cheektowaga prior to closing.

Pending

seonens Pending

Continuation of
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44 Southwick Drive
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HICKORY

_Deseription of facilidies to be maintained by

Grove Village Condominium

Hickory

Board of Managers

Building Size

1)

Total Height: The total height of the Hickory Grove Villageumit is

2)

y 7"CrawlVt Spas ces: The basement under the condominium will be approximatel
slab anc
0” from the be ftom of the Loororl sts to the top of the concrete floor

of the roof.
approximately 23'-6” from the ground level to the highest point

nore of the units will contain
3)

project and
Number of Cellars: The:ere will be7) 6 fall basernents throughout the

none of them will contain
Number of Floors:
to

unt
et

4)

nt Rooms:
quipme
“4

as

6) Parapet:

7)
B.

crawl spaces.

any typeof sub

basement.

Each basic con deminium will consist of a one floor layout.

Not applicable

Not applic

No handicapped provisions are included for the units.

Structural Systems
1)

Exterior of Buildings:
i)

Walls:

of 7-0" x
The? foundation of the condominiums’ walls shall consist

poured
8” and10” poured concrete walis with 24° w ide x 10” high
ernent is 4
concrete spread footings below. The concrete mix design requir
minimum compressive strength of 3,000 psi.

A layer of Delta MS wail

tion
rain / damp proofing will be applied to the gatside of the founda

walls! before back filling.
with 2°x4’~
‘The exterior walls of the condominium will be constructed
vall stud framing. The walls will be insulated with Johns
16” on center wae
insulation
Mansville Formal dehyde-free Fiberglass3 4" R-13 batt
. A layer of 4”
covered on the interior side with a 2 mil poly vapor barrier

. On the
Sypsum Wall Board, which will be pa inted, is then applied

barrier is
outside 7/16” O.S.B. sheeting is used and an air Altrahon

sides.
applied over it. A 4” exposure vinyl siding will cover allc of its

i.

mall
beu
Windows: Pella Pro Line, Slt double hung or equa lwill
window has a 49/16” frarne with a prefinished white
homes. Each

interior is
extruded aluminum exterior with an integral nailing fin. The
prefinished w ‘nite

oD
oh

A.

Description of facilities to be maintained by

Hickory Grove Village Condominium
Board of Managers

Window warranty/guarantees are standard manufacturer warranties as

The glass in Pella products is guaranteed for twenty years after the date
of substantial completion. If a premature failure of the glassor a
permanent material obstruction of vision due to a failure of the glass seal
is brought to Pella’s attention during this perio d, Pella will ship

replacernent glass and/or sash or door panels to the re etailer where the
product was purchased.
Uf a defect in materials or workmanship ofof your Pella product not covered
to Pallas attention during the first ten
by the glass warranty is sone
years from the dateof substan: aI completion, Peila Corporation « vill,

its option: 1. Repair the product fatter the first two years, there will be a

charge for labor, but any repair parts will be provided free of charge

during the entire warranty period);2. Provide replacement par ‘s) or

product(s) (if replacement is elected, the replacement partis) o
product(s) will be shipped to the retailer where the product was

purchased); or 3. I! we determine that repair or replac cement is not
practicable, we may elect to refund the original pu urchase price.

The sash is a prefinished extruded aluminum exterior for strength and
durability with low E insulated glass. The interior is wood. The
hardware includes factory applied locks and keeper and compression tit
jarob liners.
iii,

Landmark Status: Not applicable

Parapets and Copings:

Net applicable

Chimneys and Caps: The furnace flue is located in the ch oy chase. Another
that is purchased.
chimney will be located according to each type of frepla

aL whichis a gas direct
The optional fireplace is a BGD42N by Napoleon or equa
vent Fireplace.

Exterior Entrances:

Se
oe

obs

Baleonies and Terraces: Not applicable

oF

The optional chimney will consist ofa wood stud iraming and an exterior facade
of vinyl siding,

to be maintained by

Hickory Grove Vi liage Condominium

fees

Board of Managers

Exteriors Doors and Fr ames: Doors are constructed of Aberglass exterior
foam core. They have a raised panel effect for
and polyurethane
decoration. Each1 doorframe shall be a wood frame with weather

sipping1g installed. The hardware shall be (3) 4"x4" non-template hinges
anda single bore lock preparation.

Vestibule Doors and Frarnes:

ii.

Exterior Stairs:

Not applicabie

The condominiums will require concrete exterior stairs to

radee at the front entrance and wood plank stairs at the rear sliding glass

door of each urit.

Railings: Exterior railingswill not be required aat the entrance of the
home since the grade isn’t low enough.

Mailboxes: Mailboxeswill be provided by the seller and located per local
io

post office regulations.
Lighting: Exterior lights will be located arou nd the home. Two recessmounted fixtures will be placed on either end of the soffit above garage

the
door, One recess-mounted fixture will be located in the soffit above
front entry door.

Service Entrances:

7)

Not applicable

Roof and Roof Structures
2

Type Roofs for All Areas: = stick framed.

a)

b)

al
Material 2” ei and 2x8" rafters and 2°x12” rafters for cathedr
7/16" OSB sheathing.
ceilings with
Insulation: An 8” R-30 Kraft faced insulation will be placed in any
tota. i
cathedral ceiling and 6” Kraft faced dou ible layer insulation for a
d
installe
of R38 will be placed in all other ceilings. 8” baffles will be
in all cathedral ceiling bays.

c)

Surface Finish: Architectural Elk Prestique or their equivalent, 240
weight self sealing fiberglass shingles will be used on all of the roofs.

d)

Bond or Guarantee: The IKO shingle carries a 30-yearlimited
,

warranty.

the

Description of facilities to be maintained by

Hickory Grove Village Condominium
Board of Managers

e)

Flashing Materials:

Mill Gnish aluminum at all vertical sidewalls and

chimneys.

Drains:
ay

Not applicable

b)

The gutters will be 5” seamless .032 heavy gauge aluminum, with a
baked on enamel finish. They will be secured with aluminum nails
and ferrules. Gutters and corners will be riveted and sealed with a
liquid rubber.
Down spouts will be 2X3 rectangular in shape with a baked on
enamel finish.

Skylights: Not applicable

ve

Metal Work at Roof Levels: Not applicable
Rooftop Facilities: Not applicable

Fire Escapes: Not applicable

pote
pate

te
Paving: A 16-0” blacktop driveway over 6” of crushed stone will be used
for all driveways to the condominium units. A 3’-0” wide x 4” deep
concrete walkway poured over 4” of crushed stone will also lead from the
driveway to the front entry door.

Drainage: The grounds of the condominiums will be individually graced
with swales, which direct: the drainage into receivers and discharge into
the storm sewers. The gutter ran off will be tied directly into the storm

sewers.
Railings: Not applicable
Stairs:

Not applicable

.

Description of facilities tp be maintained by

Hickory Grove Village Condorninium
Board of Managers

Vi.

Walls:

Not applicable

103 Interior Stairs:
one
Number of Stairs: Each condominiam urdt will have two stairs:
wooden and one corcrete.

pots
foe
pore

ik.

Enclosure:

The stairs from the first floor to the basement and the concrete

step from the first floor to the garage will not be enclosed.

nt will be
Stair Construction: The stairs from the first floor to the baseme
. Both
a closed riser with a 1 12” nosing, the stringer will remain exposed

the treads and stringer will be painted.

stringers: Made of wood

28)

iv.

Treads:
vil

Risers:

Made of wood
Made of wood

vil.

of stairs.
Guard Rails: Wood handrails are proposed on open sides

Vii.

Balustrade:

Not applicable

TU) interno r Doors and Frarnes:
Unit Entrance and Interior Doors/Frames:

entrance door is
The garage
&
&

The
constructed with a galvanized steel exterior and polyurethane core.

The door meets a
frame is a steal frame with weather stripping installed.

osing
*% hour fire rating in accordance with the local fre code. A self-cl
hinge is also installed.
d white. The
The remaining interior doors are hardboard doors painte
for the doors wil! be constructed out of wood or M DF.
my

frames

Corridor Doors and Frames:
eam

Not applicable

Stair Hall Doors and Frames: Not applicable

roof, The Basement door will be hardb
MDF frame.

1S:

Description of facilities to be mainiained by

Hickory Grove Village Condominium
Board of Managers

12} Elevators: Not applicable

13)we } Elevator Cabs: Not applicable
Auxiliary Facil

Not applicabie

Laundry Rooms:

i.

Incinerators: There will beno incinerators.

ii.

Compactors: There will be no compactors.

iii.

Approvals: There are no approvals required.

iv.

Initial

until pick
Storage: Refuse should be stored w ithin individual units

Up.

de
Pick Up Schedule: The Town of Cheektowaga will provide curbsi
ne

sal

ya

v,

service once a week.

D. Plumbing and Drainage
1)

Water Supply:

2)

Fire Protection:

The public municipality will supply water.
A new S-inch water main will be

constructed within the

use and will provide fr
development, which has adequate capacity for wom estic
installed ini the
protection for all units. Six (6) new fire hydrants will be

will provide fre
development. In addition, the Cheektowaga Fire Department

protection.
Heating

2)

or equal hot water
Each unit will be equipped wi ith a State 40-gallon capacity

ty. The hot water
heater, 40,000 BTU input witha 6 year manufacturer's warran
heater will be located in the basement.
located in the basernent.
Each home unit will contain one furnace, which will be

e will be used in all
A 75,000 BTU Rheem RGPN super quiet 86, or equal, furnac
adequate capacity to
units. The efficiency rate of this furnace is 60% and has
air and the fuel source
provide heat for the home. Heat distribution is by forced
is natural

Ras.

a

1)

Description of facilities to be maintained by

Uickory Grove Village Condommium
Boardof Managers

FE.

Gas Supply

National Fuel provides natural gas to the site through existing piping on French
Road.

Gas supply lines are cast iron on the building interior.

G. Ab Conditioning
To be optional.

H. Ventilation
1)

Each unit will be provided with the following ventilation systems:

i.

A required chimney flue as per manufacturer's specifications for each
fir epiace.

uv

ii.

A dryer vent in all laundries.

iv,

Bach unit has their own individual 2-car garage.

v.

There are no windowless corridors in any unit.

Electrical Systems
1)

2}

3)

New York State Electric and Gas (NYSEG) provides electricity.

unit
A150 Amp service with a 120/240 voltage, single phase will beused.sa The
.
exterior
and
kitchens
will have 110 duplex outlets, with ground fault in all baths,
outlets.
for modern
Sixteen (16) circuits are provided for each unit, which is adequate

usage including air conditioning and appliances.

4)

Copper wiring is specified in all units.

5)

The light fixture schedule for each unit is as follows:

1-Ceiling light in foyer, hanging
eo

a,

fem

lL.

:

Exhaust fansfor all baths.

hall (near garage entry co 90)
ht
in the
3 lig
-Recess light in the hall (near bedrooms)

Boo

Description of facilities to xa maintained by

Hickory Grove Village

Condominium

Board oflage ©

j.

ak ba

1-Ceiling light in dining room, hanging
1-Ceiling light in kitchen
1-Recessmane bove@ kitchen sink

bet

peor’ G9

d.
e,
i,

Fanflight: combo unit over water : closet i area

1-Ceiling light in master bedroom walk-in close

k&.

1-Ceiling light in sconce

lL

1Ceiling Ughtin laundry

m. 2-Lights on switch

bedroom closet ‘uore escent)
ee

in garage

mn. Pull chain lights in basernent
o.
p.

Electrical outlets per code
1-Outlet in each bedroom on switch

q.

1-Recess light above front entry door (exterior)

r.
s,

2-Recess lights above ggarage door (exterior)
1-Wall mount light or recess light at sliding glass door (exterior)

6)

Light bulbs are the responsibility of the purchaser.

7)

Television Reception Facilities: Adelphia Cable will provide Cable TV.

General Information
The basement floor will be a 4” thick poured concrete floor over crushed stone.

An

interior ” drain tile is placed along the footing around the perimeter of the
foundation.

Intercommunication and/or Door Signal Systems, Security Closed Circuit TV

The condominiums will contain a standard door chime system. The chime will be

located in the foyer with the button at the front door. The purchaser, as part of the
fixture allowance, will select it.

Public Area Lighting

There will be twenty one (21) 70-watt high-pressure sodium streetlights within the
development with a monthly charge for electricity usage asse ssed to the Hickory
Grove Village Condominium Board of Managers.

Garage Location: Each condominium unit has a2 car attached garage. The
garage floor is sloped at 1/8 inch per foot to drain out garage door.

1

“Ve

fgets

fr
See?

M. Garage and Parking Areas

Description of facilities io be mamtained by

Hickory Grove Village Condominium
Board of Managers

2)

Parking Area Location: Individual driveways can accommodate parking for 4
cars. Additional street parking available.

Swimming Foalls)
None
Tennis Courts
None.
Permits and Certificates
The Town of Cheektowaga prior to starting building construction requires a

building permit. Certificates of Occupancy will be issued by the Town of

Cheektowaga demonstrating compliance with local and state building codes.
Violations

No violations exist as of the date of this report.
Unit Infonnation

1)

y 299 square feet for
All construction proposed is new. Units are approximatel1,2
the model unit. The principal rooms are the great room, diningarea, kitchen,
laundry room, full bath, 2 hedrooms anc dinette.

rH

%

The materials and finishes of each unit is as follows:

i.

Walls: 4%inch gypsum wallboard on walls and ceiling planes with (2)
coats of flat latex paint on wails and texture spray on ceilings.

ii.

Woodwork: Around all doors, windows and base shall be painted with
ss trim
25 } coats of high-glo
A

iii,

paint.

Flooring Covering: The kitchen, bath, laundry roorn, anndfoyer floors to

be equipped with Armstrong “Initiator” or equal, The rer airing floor

will be carpeted with Mohawk “full force” carpet or equal with ¥4 inch
Lait
“Royale”
bonded pad or equal.

iv,

Kitchen cabinets will be manufactured by “Homecrest” cabinets. The
cabinets are equipped with wood doors with recessed par nel styling.

aoe

I ickory Grove Village CCondominnun
Board of Managers

Drawe ¢ fronts +

7
plastic larridnate finish

teops
equal

vs vill have Wilson Ar ‘tor
3

ed iin optional colors to be sele sted
rec

£

y the purchaser.

y

st

¥

(white) or equal with Watco
Sterling Ensemble tub/shower mod:
5
chrome) and Kohler KP304 t/s valve with KP15601 handle set

(both in chrome) or equal.
oe
ilet
with seats ( white) or equa

7

c.

€&.
f.

{chro
1-Oaistey was hing: machine outlet box or
tay with fa
1-Mustee #14 single laundry

~ ir ost-free rear, Lh
Schedule 40 PVC wastes and vents.

qual

icet in garage.

§. Finish Schedule of Space Other Than Units

TY.

Room

Eloor

Garage
Basement

Concrete
Concrete

Remarks
ard

rp. Wall Board
joist ts & Sub Floor

Safety and Wiring Devices
Each urit will be equipped
bedroorn anc will be select

joo

). Additional Information Required
A site plan is i

driveways, arc

ail building

None
None

Description of facilities to be maintained by

Hickory Grove Village Condominium
Board of Managers

An area map showing the condominium site with respect to its surroundings is
attached,
One basic floor plan is being offered and is included.
Minimum floor to ceiling heights for each unit is 6 ft. Great room has higher

ceilings: the heights vary.
Total Floor Area: One unit style is offered (with optional front elevations) and
has approximately 1,299 square feet of hoor area.

The site plan shows the units in relation to each other.
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HICKORY GROVE VILLAGE PATIO HOMES
PATIO HOME PLANT LIST (TYPICAL LOT)
SIRE

PLANT MAME

ary

MALUS / CRABAPPLE TREE
HICKS YEW
JUNIPER (PROSTRATE FORM)
GOLD COAST JUNIPER
UPRIGHT HETZ JUNIPER (STAKED}
PERENNIAL
VIBURNUM
SHADE TREE
EVERGREEN TREES
LANDSCAPE BOULDER

1% -2 CAL /BSB
18-247 / B&B
1848/2 GAL,
18-28" /3 GAL,
34'/ B&B
2GAL.
24-30 13 GAL.
2K CAL,
a7"
APPROX. 18"

ary

LAWE WORK,

SIZE

1775
4000

SOD LAWN (FRONT AND SIDES)
HYDROSEED (REAR)

1
t
1
3
4
3
4
1
2

APPROX. SQ, FT.
APPROX. SQ. FT.

PATIO HOME PLANT LIST (CORNER LOT)
ary

SIZE

PLANT NAME

4% -2" CAL. | BRB
18:24" / B&B
1-18" /2 GAL,
18-24" / 3 GAL.
3-4"
15-18" / B88
2GAL,
24-30" 5 GAL.
42-45" /2 GAL.
24" CAL,
6-7"
APPROX, 18"

MALUS / CRABAPPLE TREE
HICKS YEW
JUNIPER (PROSTRATE FORM)
GOLD COAST JUNIPER
UPRIGHT HETZ JUNIPER (STAKED)
MINT JULEP JUNIPER
PERENNIAL
VIBURNUM
SPIRAEA
SHADE TREE
EVERGREEN TREES
LANDSCAPE BOULDE

1
1
4
3
4
3
3
4
5
1
2
1

SIZE

ary

LAWN WORK

1775
1000

SOD LAWN (FRONT AND SIDES)
HYDROSEED (REAR)

APPROX. SQ. FT.
APPROX. SQ. FT.

UTILITIY BOXES (SMALL)
ary

3

SE

SLANT NAME

| 2GAL,

EA
/ VIBURNUM
| SPIRA
UTILITIY BOXES (LARGE)

ary

6

SEEE

PLANT NAME

| MINT JULEP / GOLD COAST JUNIPER

| 18-2477 3 GAL.

“NOTE: Planting substitutions fo be made accordingly, so that ihe patio homes have a slight variation,

Alles

ADDENDOM

HICKORY GROVE VILLAGE CONDOMINIUM
TOWN OF CHEERTOWAGA, NEW YORE

RE:

Cheektowaga,
This letter shall seek to explain to you the procedures in the Town of
for obtaining approval of building plans and by extension thereof, the
approvals in
reasons why the Sponsor of the referenced project cannot obtain such
advance,

consists of 76 individual lots with 76 freeAs a means of background, this project
z)
to be constructed thereon. All of these lots
homes)
standing condominium units (patio Q
have a choice
are located in the Town of Cheektowaga, New York. The purchaser will
of the 76
any
on
built
of facades and other structural options, any of which may be
to be
model
lots. Therefore, the Sponsor will not know the exact specifications of the
with the
constructed on a particular lot until the purchaser reaches ar agreement
Es

choice.
Sponsor for the details of the model to be constructed on the lot of their

a builder
In order to obtain approval of building plans im the Town of Cheektowaga,
g Department,
must submit a complete set of building plans to the Town Buildin

together with an application for building
plan showing the location of the buuding
soil bearing test results from the project
submutted will the Town of Cheektowaga
plans and issue a building permit.

permit, payment of a
to be constructed on
engineer. Only after
Building Department

In the case of the Hickory Grove Vilage Condominium

substantial fee, a plot
the individual lot and
all of these items are
review and approve the

project, it would be impossible

Building
to obtain pre-approval of building plans from the Town of Cheektowaga

selections relative to
Department until prospective purchasers make their individual
that this project has
confirm
shall
This
the home to be built on the lot of their choice.
ng Board.
Planni
received subdivision approval from the Town of Cheektowaga

in the Erie County
This shall also confirm that a Map Cover for this project was fled
that the project is
s
confirm
Cover
Map
the
Clerk’s Office on _{pending|_. The filing of

sanitary
in compliance with the New York State Public Health Law as it relates to
sewers, water supply and realty subdivision matters.

ble State and
This shall also confirm that this project is in compliance with all applica
on any
built
be
to
model
the
for
iocal residential zoning laws, and that the plot plan

given lot will evidence compliance with all setbaei and’yther legal requirerer'
f

together with local and state building codes. /
f

\ gidhard J. Skop/
[

to before
Subscribed and sworn
7
+
c
“,
2
methis 227 A day of April, 2006
fo
\
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Notary Public
DAVID A. DePAQLO
WATARY PUBLIC, STATE OF NEW YORK
QUALIFIED IN ERIE COUNTY
Wy Commission Expires Merch itt

§ 2o0
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LIMITED WARRANTY

CERTIVICATE

FOR THE FIRST TWENTY YEARS.
The glass in Pella windows, patio doors, entry doors and skylights is guaranteed for
twenty years after the date of sale. If a premature failure of the glass or permanent
material obstruction of vision due to a failure of the glass seal is brought to our attention
during this period, Pella will ship replacement glass and/or sash or door panels to the
retailer where the product was purchased. (Some decorative and specialty glass is
warranted for 10 years.)
FOR THE FIRST TEN YEARS.

if a defect in matecials or workmanship of your Pella product not covered by the glass
warranty is brought to our attention during the first ten years from the date of sale, Pella
Corporation will, at its option: 1) Repair the product (After the first two years, there will
be a charge for labor, but any repair parts will be provided free of charge during the entire

warranty period.); 2) Provide replacement part(s) or product(s) (If replacement is elected,

the replacement part(s) or product(s) will be shipped to the retailer where the product was

purchased.); or 3) If we determine that repair or replacement is not practicable, we may
elect to refund the original purchase price. All labor is warranted for two full years.

FOR YEARS TO COME.

Proper care can help extend the performance and enjoyment of your Pella products. The

booklet "Caring for Your Pella Windows & Doors" is designed to guide you through the
benefits, operation, and maintenance of your products so that the Pella quality,
performance, and beauty that you enjoy today are yours for years to come. If you have

not received your complementary copy of this booklet, please contact you're nearest Pella
representative for call 1-800-54-PELLA.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The warranties detailed in this document are the only statements of the iegal
responsibility of Pella Corporation and any seller of Pella* products with respect fo Pella

products manufactured on or after October 1, 1996 (Revised March 1, 2000), sold by an
authorized Pella reseller and installed in the United States or Canada. No one is
authorized to make any different or additional warranties. In no event shall the lability of
Pella Corporation or any seller of the Pella products arising out of a product defect
exceed the price paid for the product.

NOTHING IN THIS DOCUMENT SHALL GIVE RISE TO OR EXTEND THE
PERIOD OF ANY WARRANTIES IMPLIED UNDER STATE OR PROVINCIAL
LAW, AND NO IMPLIED WARRANTY SHALL EXTEND BEYOND THE PERIODS
COVERED BY THIS WRITTEN WARRANTY.

Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above
limitation may not apply to you.

Mo

S

LIMITATIONS

LIMITED WARRANTY

CERTIFICATE

This warranty does not cover: non-Pella products, products that have not been paid for in
full, problems caused by improper storage, handling, installation, finishing, use,
modification, or maintenance; Acts of God; accidents, including accidental glass

breakage; products subjected to conditions outside their design limitations; minor
imperfections in glass that do not affect the product's structural integrity or obscure
‘sion; minor variations in glass color, normal wear or discoloration of finish, finish

problems caused by mechanical damage or abrasion; damage caused by acid rain, salt

spray, or other corrosive elements; brass hardware finishes; problems caused by high
humidity (condensation and frost); variations in wood grain or color; discoloration of
nor-visible parts; wood rot due to improper maintenance or installation; or problems due

ic water leakage which is not the fault of the Pella product. All glass warranties are void
ifany film is applied to the glass surface. Labor connected with insulating glass

replacement (including replacement of sash or door panels), or labor in any other case
where Pella elects replacement, is not covered by the warranty and is the responsibility of
the owner. In no case does this warranty cover the costs of finishing any repaired or
replacement product or component or any trim or other carpentry work that may be

required. Replacement products will be the closest equivalent current product or and may

not exactly match the original. The warranty on any replacement product will extead for

the balance of the original warranty period.
Pella Corporation will not be responsible for problems or damages caused by deficiencies
in building design, construction, maintenance failure to install our products in accordance

with approved methods, or the use of our products in systems such as barrier wall

systems (EIFS), which do not allow for the proper management of moisture within the
wall system,

NEITHER PELLA CORPORATION NOR ANY SELLER OF PELLA PRODUCTS
WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
WHICH MAY RESULT FROM A PRODUCT DEFECT OR MALFUNCTION, SOME
STATES DG NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR
EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may have additional rights, which
vary from state to state.

